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Apple Seed Friends Meeting 
State of the Meeting, 2018 

 
In the past year, we have faithfully held regular meetings for worship in the space we rent 
from Many Rivers Bookstore in Sebastopol, CA.  Attendance has been as low as three and as 
many as 11 or a dozen.  Our total official membership in the Religious Society of Friends 
remains 14, there being no changes in the last year.  Several of our members live far away 
from Sebastopol. 

For monthly meetings on the occasion of business, we have found it necessary to rent space 
in the Senior Citizen Center about three blocks away.   Due to our small size, we are now 
proceeding as a “committee of the whole” -- in place of the various committees so often 
associated with a Friends meeting.  We have three officers (clerk, recording clerk, and 
treasurer) as well as appointed representatives to College Park Quarterly Meeting and to 
Pacific Yearly Meeting. 
 
We face several challenges:  

1.  We are undeniably struggling with technology as we try to manage electronic 
communications using the internet. 

2. We would like to attract some younger seekers (not just to help us out with the 
technology!)  
3. Our ages and small numbers makes it difficult to find ways to bring our concerns to 
the larger community over the rise in racial and religious intolerance, conflict between 
police and civilians, economic inequalities, and ever-new war zones.  We remain deeply 
concerned and support other peacemakers’ activities. 

 
We hold funds in the Redwood Credit Union in Santa Rosa:  a checking and a savings 
account (“shares” in the Credit Union).  We made modest donations to local charities, 
including a small donation to a low-income scholarship fund at the Sonoma State University.  
Responding to the firestorms in Sonoma County last October, we made a large, unbudgeted 
donation to the food bank and to a fire-relief fund.   

We have held several social gatherings in members’ homes loosely titled “Quaker Eights.”  
These have been occasions to share a potluck meal and to discuss a topic of interest.  

Our elderly membership struggles with on-going health issues.  But we find spiritual support 
with one another in these unsettling times.  We have found both the vocal ministry and 
silence of our worship to be moving and nourishing.  Afterthoughts and after-worship sharing 
genuinely draws our meeting community together.  It opens us to the uniqueness of the life of 
spirit each of us experiences and to the challenges in staying true and whole. 



State of the Meeting Report – May 2018 
Berkeley Friends Meeting 

This past year saw the completion of the major renovations of our meeting house, and the 
start of many different social and political actions by Berkeley Meeting in the world.  

Meeting Life: Berkeley Meeting currently conducts or hosts four Meetings for Worship each 
week: in addition to the 11 AM Sunday meetings, with a typical attendance of 40 to 50 
people, we have more lightly populated meetings at 9 AM Sundays, 7 AM Wednesdays 
(jointly sponsored by Berkeley and Strawberry Creek meetings, and 7 PM Thursdays 
(sponsored by Strawberry Creek Meeting).  Our meetings for worship have been more 
diverse recently, with more people of color and younger people participating. We’ve been 
trying, with some success, to be more timely in arriving for the 11 AM meeting for worship, 
deepening the experience. We recently enjoyed a pancake breakfast between the Sunday 
morning meetings for worship; we were especially pleased to experience the deepened sense 
of a gathered meeting that was made possible by that friendly and noisy gathering preceding 
the 11 am worship.  

We grieve the recent loss to cancer of our dear Friend Leslie Preston. We have welcomed 
several new members this year A regional Young Adult Friends group has been very active, 
including monthly meetings for worship and lunches together. A member who had sojourned 
for two years was heartened to experience the vibrancy of the meeting on her return. We 
have continued our oral history project. The adult education program, a reading group, a 
Quaker history study group, a Quaker film series, and poetry and worship sharing groups, 
have been ongoing and helpful. Members of the meeting have been doing committee work 
with much love, thoughtfulness, and care. A member of our Ministry and Care committee 
comments that the committee work doesn’t currently feel like a chore, because of the care we 
express for one another. Our Final Affairs Subcommittee has supported us with helpful work 
on end of life issues, and we’ve faced challenges in that area. Visiting Subcommittee is very 
active in maintaining contact with Friends in the area who for various reasons are unable to 
make it to Meeting. 

A recent puzzle night presented jointly by the Berkeley and Strawberry Creek First Day 
School committees was very well received. 

On the other hand, we feel a need to revitalize our First Day School Committee; we feel we 
should do a better job of remaining in contact with young families who are no longer 
attending regularly; and we need to be publicly making opportunities for children to learn 
about Quaker values. 

We are glad that we now increasingly coordinate activities with Strawberry Creek Meeting 
and Berkeley Friends Church, and that members of all three congregations participate in one 
another’s group activities. 

The Livermore Worship Group, which has for several years operated under the care of 
Berkeley Meeting, decided to pause in its operation last December. We hope that it will be 
active again in the near future. 

Our Meeting home: As of this writing, our beautiful meetinghouse appears to be within 
weeks of completion of at least the major renovations that have occupied so much of our 



attention over recent years, as the last remaining areas of the premises return to full usability. 
Even so, we recognize that significant enhancements still remain to be done, including, for 
example, our intended but not yet accomplished addition of rooftop solar panels as an act of 
environmental witness.  

We were greatly relieved to finally resolve the last of the issues with the County Assessor’s 
office about our property tax exemption, although the constraints that this necessitated on 
permissible uses of our facilities have at times strained our relations with some groups we 
have hosted.  

We celebrated the three years of residence by Kylin Navarro Burger and Eric Burger who 
have now left our area, and we welcome the energy and warmth of our new Resident Friends, 
Jessie Mitchell and Keenan Lorenzato. 

Witness in Action: An unexpected bonus from our nation’s unwelcome political climate has 
been a greatly energized engagement of the Meeting family with social and environmental 
issues, especially with the leadership of our Social and Environmental Action Committee. 
One sign of this is that the SEACommittee will have 20 members beginning in June. 
Berkeley Meeting Friends have initiated an advocacy team as inspired by FCL and FCNL, 
have formed an accompaniment team for an immigrant family impacted by adverse 
immigration policies, have prodded us as individuals and as a community to be more aware 
and active on environmental issues. We learned from a representative of the Ohlone people, 
who were stewards of our region longs before non-native settlers arrived, and we are 
beginning to support their work for community respect for their history and culture. We have 
joined with other area Quakers in several acts of public witness and resistance. Our long-
standing vigil against nuclear weapons at the UC Berkeley campus continues twice weekly. 

We are looking forward to the next phase in our meeting, now being able to enjoy the 
renovated meeting house, and using it for the actions and activities that need to be done to 
make the world a better place, one small step at a time. 

Even in the midst of the interpersonal stresses we sometimes experience, we feel the 
presence of Spirit in our Meetings for Worship, and in all aspects of our Meeting life, in 
ways that fill our hearts and lives. 



Central Coast 
State of the Meeting 2018 

 
This last year brought some changes to our Meeting. Some were greeted with 
happiness, others with sadness.  We continue to explore our Quaker process and learn 
to be flexible in the running of our Meeting. We strive to grow in our spiritual journeys 
and encourage this in each other. 

There were several events that marked our year.  Our retreat this year was led by Jim 
Hall of Seattleand Scott Bell of Fairbanks, Alaska. The title was Deepening Spiritual 
Practice.  Many felt deeply affected by our retreat. Some carried the effects with them 
long after the retreat ended. 

 There were other activities that struck a chord with many, one of which was a visit 
with John Calvi. Several people are reading his book and find it helpful. 

We had another death of a young adult who grew up in the Meeting.  Her death was 
caused by complications due to drug addiction.  We were very saddened by her death.  
We found that our community has a great deal of compassion, love and strength as we 
came together to support the family.   The Meeting has been greatly affected by this 
epidemic of opioid abuse and we are looking at ways we can help in our local 
community. 

Meeting for worship is still the most important part for nearly everyone.  The spiritual 
sharing groups have been going strong and growing.  They have become vital for those 
who participate.  We have purchased an annual pass to events at the Ben Lomond 
Quaker Center for the last two years and have rarely seen it go unused.  This pass has 
been used by many and greatly appreciated.  Worship sharing, community days and 
committee work also continue to support our Meeting. 

We are stumped, as many Meetings are, as to how to garner more participation in the 
work of the Meeting. We have talked about the joy of doing committee work and 
sharing that joy as a means to encourage new committee members.  Also, we are trying 
to discover the gifts of individual Friends and asking them to share those gifts in the 
form of committee work.  Our lives are busy and adding one more task seems too much 
at times. We will continue to explore this problem and try new ideas. 

The Meeting is exploring ways to encourage our spiritual journeys.  We know that 
Meeting for Worship is the cornerstone but there are other activities that also help. We 
would like more vocal ministry. It has been suggested that we do more worship sharing 
or adult education, such as Quakerism 101 to learn more about Quaker history and 
process.  We think that the retreat, spiritual sharing groups and the Quaker Center pass 
are all good ways to help with our journeys. 

We look forward to the future with a desire to grow as a Meeting and individually in our 
spirits. With new people joining us and longtime Quakers working together, we will 
continue to develop our community. 



Chico Friends Meeting 

of the Religious Society of Friends 

1601 Hemlock Street, Chico, California 95928 
 

State of the Meeting Report, 2018 

Waiting on God in silence is at the center of our lives and religious practice. Chico Friends 

Meeting is grateful for all that is going right.The Meeting has many caring relationships and works 

hard to provide regular small gatherings that provide opportunities for Friends to deepen their 

relationships. These include the Wednesday night midweek meeting and Quaker exploration hour, 

Simple Suppers, Quaker Thought & Life (adult education program), meetinghouse workdays, the 

book club and another reading group, and serving a monthly meal at the Torres homeless shelter. 

Yet, we struggle at times with difficulties based on past histories. Some perceive that weighty 

Friends dominate decisions and directions. Sometimes we are unable to reconcile and people have 

stopped attending the Meeting on that account. We continue to search our patterns and ourselves 

together as we try to remedy these failings and grow into a loving community. 

We reached out to members and attenders with health and legal issues to provide spiritual 

and practical support. We checked on members and attenders living in areas impacted by natural 

disasters.A clearness committee assisted a member who felt led to work in refugee camps. We found 

joy in learning to include a differently abled child in our Meeting community life. 

We have increased adult education offerings. However, opportunities are lacking to share 

our spiritual lives with other Friends. We hold each other accountable in personal relationships but 

not necessarily in our spiritual lives.  Clearness committees are an untapped resource for the Meeting. 

The children’s education program struggles with low attendance.It is held together by two 

dedicated and energetic Friends who prepare creative programs, regardless of the number of children 

who might show up.   

Meeting for Worship provides deep quality in the silence and in moving vocal ministry. It is 

what draws us to the community; with some Friends reporting that they feel more settled after the 

Meeting for Worship. This year, we experimented with two-hour Meetings for Worship on fifth 

Sundays. Many of those who attended spoke of the deeper worship that resulted from this and we 

plan to continue this practice in the coming year. We also experimented with a Meeting for Worship 

outdoors in Bidwell Park last summer. 

While we strive to have a Meeting for Business held as a Meeting for Worship, that goal is 

only sometimes met. Business gets done, and reports from committees and individuals are heard. 

Often, but not always, we are considerate of different views, coming to a decision only when we have 

found unity. We need to remind ourselves that a lack of unity gives us room to grow and that hard 

Meetings for Business aren’t failures; we learn from these difficult discussions.  We need to 

rejuvenate from difficult meetings, and have one-on-one conversations with each other as Friends. 

Simplicity in Quaker usage has meant putting God first, which is a struggle in a busy world. 

We need to prioritize our activities, not feel obliged to attend everything, but make the time to join in 

where we sense we are called to participate. Generally, gatherings and activities occur in an orderly 

manner, helped by our newsletter, email announcements, website and Facebook page.   

Owning a building impacts the Meeting’s time, energy and resources. The long-range 

planning process became stalled;deeper questions were found that are still unresolved. Some feel that 

we need to reconsider the benefits of owning rather than renting a place to meet. 



Dealing with issues related to homelessness in our neighborhood and the broader 

community continueto be a concern. We spent time this year revising our guidelines to ensure that 

they reflect our Quaker values.Helping those without housing is a growing focus for the 

Meeting.Many of us volunteer with the Safe Space Winter Shelter and a member of the Meeting 

organized other Friends to provide a week of meals for this program at another church. The Meeting 

serves over 2,000 dinners to the homelesseach year.The Meeting has also readopted regular 

participation in the weekly Peace Vigil in downtown Chico. 

The past year has seen an increasing number of new attenders, some of whom appear to be 

moving toward a long-term commitment to the Meeting. We need to consider ways that we can 

welcome and sustain the connection with people who visit the Meeting on their own. We strive to be 

an open and welcoming Meeting, with a welcoming brochure and outreach to the LGBT community. 

We again had a booth at Chico LGBT Pride Day to continue our outreach to this community. 

We got new Quaker t-shirts that can be worn when participating in activities and events. To 

celebrate the tenth anniversary of moving to our building, we invited our neighbors to join us. The 

local Alternatives to Violence Project council meets monthly in our meetinghouse and we are glad to 

provide them space for their good work. 

 
 

Approved  Meeting for Business, 4/8/2018 



 

Davis Friends Meeting 2018 State of the Meeting Report 
How do we feel the Spirit moving in our midst? 

 
We feel Spirit moving in our Meetings for Worship, giving rise to profound silence and brief, 

meaningful vocal ministry. As Spirit gathers us together, it creates a pool of peace that settles through 

our community, described by one member as “golden”, and its calm remains with us. We are blessed 

by newcomers and visitors and we notice that turnover among visitors and attenders seems 

somewhat high. As a Meeting we continue to look at ways we can improve welcoming newcomers to 

the Meeting as we consider why some people come to our Meeting but often don’t return. We are 

also implementing new ideas designed to support deeper connections between and among all ages in 

our meeting as well as with our visitors, while having a good time in getting to know each other 

better.  

While attendance holds steady at 25 – 40, the faces change. Our Meeting lost two beloved people 

during the year - Eric Conn, a long-time attender, and Grace Noda, one of the founding members of 

Davis Friends Meeting. We miss the presence of both of these dear Friends, and realize that part of 

our Meeting history has gone with them.  

We are thrilled with the regular attendance of new families, and we hold them in the Light as we 

rethink our children’s program. Old traditions are honored while new ideas are brought forward 

tenderly. What does it mean to be an intergenerational faith community? We are experimenting with 

a semi-programmed Family Worship on 5th Sundays, bringing the children, sometimes as many as 

11, to share the experience of worship that we value so much. Revising our Child Abuse Prevention 

Policy and renaming it the Safe Child Policy, reminds us that children in our Meeting is a wonderful 

gift that we must nurture and protect.  

Our Second Hours have provided us with special opportunities for connection, deepening our 

understanding and experience of the Spirit and informing us about social justice issues. A workshop 

on “working with the Children’s Program” exposed us all to strategies for planning lessons and 

activities and inspired some to sign up to teach on a Sunday. We hosted Ingrid Hogle of Strawberry 

Creek Meeting who shared with us her participation in an FCNL sponsored advocacy group and 

inspired several Friends to pursue this possibility locally. We held a joyful Baby Blessing to welcome 

Ricardo Allen Quiros and Jeremiah Obodo-Eckblad Smith, a new child and new grandchild in the 

Meeting.  

We seek to hold our committee meetings as Meetings for Worship on the occasion of Business by 

opening each with silent worship, then “check-in with a current joy or challenge. We endeavor to 

engage with candid sharing and deep listening. The responsibility and joy in holding the Meeting 

and all its functions and participants in loving light belongs to all committees, not just the Worship 

and Ministry and the Oversight committees.  

We answer the call of Spirit in service to our Meeting. While we have a significant number of people 

not in listed service roles, there are a number of others performing multiple recognized tasks (often 

three or more roles). We want to right this imbalance, both in distributing work equitably and in 

acknowledging the variety of ways that Friends contribute to the Meeting community. We are 

concerned about finding individual and corporate balance: not spreading ourselves too thin while 

addressing the core functions of a Monthly Meeting and including everyone in meaningful ways. We 

also notice that the ratio of enrolled members to attenders is rather low: What does this say about the 



value of membership as a concept within our Meeting? How does this influence our discernment 

about filling roles that are traditionally saved for members? These are questions that continue to 

engage us.  

Spirit moves us individually and corporately to live outwardly the Truth revealed to us. We continue 

to support Friends in their leadings, and we clarified the process for the Meeting to give financial 

support to a leading and to an individual. We were engaged in the Fall with discerning how to 

respond to conflict in the larger community. How do we continue in the spirit of offering sanctuary to 

people at risk? After much discernment and seasoning, we developed a Minute (“Invitation on a Call 

to Love Everyone”) which reminded us as a Meeting and as individuals to remember that love is the 

first motion and to be guided by compassion in our service to others. Our Meeting has participated in 

financially supporting DACA students, the Ibi Peoples’ Clinic in Nigeria, and providing bus tickets 

so people experiencing homelessness can get to medical and social services. People in our Meeting 

were in actively involved in local immigration issues and AVP training in prisons. Our Outreach 

Committee has been active in choosing and presenting to the larger community a movie once a 

month on a topic of social or environmental justice.  

We take responsibility for the stewardship of our property by maintaining our peaceful garden, 

developing plans for our front yard, and attending to the maintenance and upkeep of our 

meetinghouse.  

We have upgraded the electrical system making the meetinghouse safer, and we have plans to paint 

the exterior of our building which is overdue. The Meeting library has received a much needed 

pruning to make the space more usable, inviting and accessible with particular concern and interest 

for our youngest members and their needs. Our meetinghouse is well used by regular weekly 

community groups of various kinds. Since we are not acting as the Intake Center for the Interfaith 

Rotating Winter Shelter this year, we support the shelter in other ways.  

We continue to work to steward the resources of the Meeting and to be explicit regarding what we 

have and what we spend our resources on. We were challenged by our Finance Committee to 

consider putting our money where our values are. As Friends (and our Meetinghouse) age, we need 

to discern what we can do and what we will need to ask or pay others to do. Is money a tool or a 

distraction in our progress towards simplicity and equality?  

We are reminded of the need to take an overall view of the Meeting while asking the entire Meeting 

to take on the responsibility of attending to the particular needs of individuals, e.g. transportation 

needs in getting to Meeting, attention for an ill member, support for a family suffering loss. In the 

same way, we ask our entire Meeting participants to attend to their leadings of the Spirit and to be 

guided by clearness committees. We also continue to encourage people to use the resources we have 

to help us grow spiritually, e.g. Ben Lomond pass, and our scholarship fund. These have been under-

utilized.  

How do we feel the Spirit moving in our midst? Gently and persistently guiding our actions, calming 

our fears, and stirring us to greater love.  

In the Light,  

Nan Rowan, Clerk  

Davis Friends Meeting  

An Open, Welcoming, and Affirming Meeting 



 

 



Grass Valley Friends Meeting 
State of the Meeting Report 

April, 2018 
 
In hosting a listening session to find out what members and attenders have experienced in the 
life of our Meeting, one commented to the shift, “a transition from activist to contemplative 
Meeting.”  Individuals in Meeting are involved in a wide variety of things within our 
community, but corporately, the only involvement we have is once a month helping to 
prepare and serve a meal at Hospitality House. 
 
We are aware of our membership becoming older and declining in numbers where each year 
Nominating has increasing difficulty in finding members and attenders to serve on a 
committee or be a representative.   
 
Though we experience this past year as diminished involvement with the wider community, 
including PYM, Quarterly and national Quaker programs, participants in our listening 
session lifted up a host of events and activities that happened this past year that kindled fire 
and struck  light in our midst.   
 
Before Meeting for Worship, we offer opportunity to gather and sing which prompted 
comments like:  “Music keeps me coming.”  “It's my spiritual practice.”  “It prepares the 
Meeting House and us for worship.”  And the poignant comment concerning a monthly home 
worship experience, where we have time to sing before we move into silent worship.  The 
elderly wife was laying on the couch sleeping.  One of the participants commented 
afterwards, “Though she was asleep, she was singing with us!”   
 
One of the big surprises for us this past year, in the midst of our awareness of becoming older 
and smaller as a Meeting, is the influx of young families and their children.  (I know that 
sounds ironical, how can it be both ways?!) We offer an Intergenerational Program during 
Meeting for Worship, where children are encouraged to be present for the first ten minutes 
then invited to exit and have their own activity oriented program.  These five new families 
don't come every week, but several often overlap and make for a lively group before they 
head out for their program and at the close meeting, when they come back to share.  Together 
with our active young families, it sometimes makes for a group of over 12 children. 
 
When we get very positive response and appreciation for a program,  we know that what we 
are doing is on the mark.  Like an attender who is blind sharing his appreciation for 
“accommodating me in Meeting For Worship.”  And the comments related to our small 
group book discussion group, “it enriches our meeting and personal connections”, and the 
ongoing weekly bible study group, “how inspiring it is” and “it's acting on the spirit.”   
 
Larger events also strike a cord in our community, like the the annual weekend retreat, which 
requires a big commitment.  And our new monthly potlucks, hosted by a different family 
each month, to which someone commented “it's great for visiting and has no agenda.” 
 
And all the acts of ministry that operate outside the Meeting radar, held as confidential, 
where we get personal responses like “we appreciate all the support we have received this 
past year.”   
 



The most active committee this past year has been Spiritual Life, offering monthly programs 
and the Annual Retreat.   
 
Meeting for Worship the listening group felt is enriching.  We've had more people this past 
year who stand and share out of what they are struggling with, sharing out of their 
vulnerability and demonstrating their trust in us to honor and respect what they are saying.  
For some of us, it's expanded our sense of what is viable and meaningful to bring up in 
worship. 
 
And, if we put our finger on what is happening, it's the personal nature of all these 
interactions, what is incarnated, comes alive into the light of day.  Two examples:  when 
there were forest fires in the area, the parents of two of our Intergenerational students thought 
not to come to meeting because of the smoke,  but their children insisted that they had to go 
as they had things to do in the Intergenerational Program!  Recently, one of these children 
visited one of the families that moved on campus and when he went in, saw a cabinet door 
that was off its hinges.  He whipped out a screw driver and said “I can fix that!”  And he did. 
 
And this past year in a poignant interchange between children after reading a story on Martin 
Luther King, one of the children expressed confusion on how people could be so nasty to 
others.  And another piped up “all people are valuable!  God is in all of us!”  And a little girl 
commented “I know there is a God because she talks to me every day and I talk to her!”  And 
their teacher responded “Me too!” 
 
And the word becomes flesh and dwells among us, often coming from unexpected places and 
in surprising ways.   
 
 
Dean Olson 
Clerk 
  



Humboldt Friends Meeting 
State of the Meeting 2017 

 
Our Seekers Discussion Group continues to spiritually enrich our community before First Day 

Worship. In it we explore topics that help us express ourselves and know each other while deepening 

silent worship. Quaker history and practice are also discussed at Seekers which supports spiritual 

depth in the Meeting for Worship and renewed reverence in the Meeting for Business. 

Topics at Seekers in 2017 included chapters from Steve Smith’s Eastern Light, Awakening to Presence 

in Zen, Quakerism and Christianity, and Howard Brinton’s Quaker Journals expanding our 

viewpoint outward to other spiritual traditions and probing the beginnings of our own. 

Our Annual Weekend Retreat continues to foster community, spiritual sharing and getting to know 

each other better. Many Friends express gratitude for a weekend away together in community with a 

spiritual focus. 

The health of our good friend and long-time attender Bill Spencer declined over this last year. While 

spending some time in a long-term care facility, Friends coordinated visits to him, bringing food, 

entertainment and love. He passed away in October. By the end of the year, we began organizing a 

memorial meeting for Bill’s family while inviting his many friends from Alcoholics Anonymous as 

well. Over fifty people attended Bill’s memorial. 

Meeting for Business has focused on holding a worshipful presence this year, thanks to quotes chosen 

by the Clerk and a renewed effort to improve sharing by going through the Clerk instead of open 

discussion. This is a challenge when the attendance is small but a certain flexibility is indicated for 

topics not needing a decision. 

We have enjoyed the presence of children this year and plan to involve more adults in First Day 

School. The attendance of young families energizes our community. 

Some Friends feel that we need a prophetic vision for reaching out to the community. Young people 

especially might be inclined to participate if we had a vibrant political presence in the wider world. 

Friends expressed a wish for more music in our activities. Suggestions were made to improve the 

quality of our singing. 

[There] have been five new members. In a small meeting, this is a significant increase. We are grateful 

for new energy and perspective as well as the current attendance of young families and younger 

adults. 

 



Mendocino Friends Meeting 

Physical location: 15071 Caspar Rd., Caspar, CA 95420 

Clerk: Sondra Sula 

State of the Meeting 2018 

 
Greetings from the Mendocino Friends Meeting in Caspar, California. We continue to 

hold an unprogrammed meeting each Sunday morning at 10 a.m. at the Caspar Shul, 

where we share space with the local Jewish community. At the beginning of our silent 

worship, the clerk reads a quote from a Quaker, usually based on Friends’ testimony 

topics. Following 45 minutes of silence, we discuss a topic that comes up naturally from 

the Meeting for Worship, except for first Sundays when one of the members or attenders 

gives their spiritual journey. We continue to be blessed by a financial benefactor who has 

allowed us to increase our yearly donations to both Quaker and local organizations. 

Our Meeting has gained a new member this year who is now clerk. We average about 12 

people, but have had up to 24, with swells during tourist season or after violent events. 

One of our longtime members usually opens, sets up and closes the meeting, while 

another faithful member provides snacks and yet another makes tea. Many stay 

afterwards to enjoy one another’s company in the kitchen and write post cards to political 

representatives about both local and wider-based issues that speak to the Quaker 

principle: There is that of God in everyone. 

 

Our worship remains weighty, reflective and deeply satisfying. We feel closely knit and 

are gaining new insights into one another’s lives as each week passes. As we struggle 

individually and collectively to respond to the current political climate, while still 

remaining open to all perspectives, we gain strength from and depend on the Light to fill 

us. 



Palo Alto Friends Meeting 
State of the Meeting Report 2018 

 
Palo Alto Friends Meeting is in many ways as it has been for many years: among the 

largest in PYM, a focal point for the lives of its community members, filled with activity, 
leavened with worship, struggling with how to serve the needs of all our members, growing 
in some ways and not in others.  

Palo Alto Meeting is enjoying its second year of working within a new committee 
structure. After much thought about the multiplicity of committees (a total of 16), we 
drastically reduced the number of standing committees to six and changed the names to help 
us think differently about the functions they serve: Ministry & Counsel, Property & Finance, 
Religious Education, Work in the World, Meeting Life, Communications & Records. A 7th 
committee, Nominating, proposes members for the other six. In addition to the committee 
charges, the first 6 also serve as umbrellas for Working Groups, many of which used to be 
committees. Working Groups may be permanent (First Day School), transient (retreat 
planning), or periodic (Quaker Harvest Festival planning). New working groups may be 
initiated under the care of a committee by individuals with personal leadings or by Meeting 
as a whole when a need arises. Individuals who do not want to commit to a committee may 
feel more comfortable volunteering for a working group. Overall, the Meeting has adjusted 
to the new structure. A temporary Transition Committee has been charged with making sure 
nothing essential is left undone.  

Nominating still seeks effective ways to fill committees. The core 40 or so members of 
our Meeting who tried to fill the former 16 committees have more-or-less became the new 
officers and members of the 6 new committees. Some people did not understand the 
function of the new committees and felt their connection to Meeting service had been lost. 
While monthly events are published in the newsletter, some Friends still seem to be unclear 
on how to engage. We have requests for a complete monthly calendar of events and for 
better transparency about urgent needs. In general, though, we seem to be doing what we 
are called to do. The Transition Committee has not noted serious gaps in either Meeting 
operations or our work in the world. The experiment continues.  

One of our perceptions is that we are getting smaller. In truth our membership is only 
about 10% smaller than 5 years ago. Still, we perceive a slow decline in active participation. 
Our membership is aging. The attention turns to how to engage newcomers. We are doing a 
lot of things right: approaching our visitors during after-Meeting snacks and inviting them to 
participate in Meeting activities. Some become irregular attenders and some disappear 
completely. Are there ways we can better draw them into our community on a permanent 
basis?  

For many in Meeting work in our community and our world is an essential part of our 
Quaker faith. Others feel that our energy would better go toward worship and spiritual 
development. Our response this year has been to hold public meetings for worship (one at an 
Immigration and Customs Enforcement facility) because they present our spiritual and our 
advocate faces to the public at the same time. This seems to be a Quakerly response to the 
extremist actions of our federal government. Some of us question if this is enough action to 
truly live our testimonies; others see such actions as too political. Like all compromises, it 
does not satisfy us. We live with this tension and try to keep our hearts open to the Spirit in 
hope of finding unity.  

We continue Palo Alto civic action traditions that reach beyond the walls of our meeting 
house. They include the Harvest Festival, which has always included the San Jose Meeting 
and recently more active participation of other Bay Area meetings. Each December we host a 
rotating homeless shelter and we continue to support education in El Salvador.  

For spiritual growth, we enjoy the Adult Ed programs reading and discussion group and 



single presentation events. We hold a mid-week Meeting for Worship on Wednesdays. A 
recent change is regularly including worship sharing in Meeting for Business.  

Our youth programs are significantly smaller than they were several years ago. Our 
teens have graduated from high school or become engaged in weekend outside activities. We 
miss the leadership of the teens who graduated recently. When this year's teens graduate, 
there will be no teen group rising up for some time to come. This is simply demographics at 
work.  

Our First Day School is thriving, but it relies on the intensive efforts of a very few 
members. Meeting needs to support it better. One effort is the Kids' Night Out. Periodically, 
Meeting's kids come for dinner and games on Saturday evening. They love it, and so do the 
parents.  

Among our blessings we count dedicated and capable clerking in this and past years. 
The Spring Gathering retreat at Ben Lomond was a welcome communal weekend. We have 
reinstated the winter "Interview a Quaker" potlucks. We have a number of dedicated 
members who keep the committee structure staffed. We have generous Friends who provide 
snacks that encourage conversation after worship (never underestimate the power of food to 
nurture community)! Few contentious issues have come to us this year. Or perhaps we are 
more tender with each other in working them out? We have welcomed some new members 
who bring fresh perspectives. They keep us from getting too comfortable.  

Our greatest joys are still found in Meeting for Worship. The corporate worship 
experience has always been the center of the spiritual life of many members. It is the source 
for the community we feel, and it informs and supports the way we live our lives outside 
Meeting. Many hunger for more interaction and more training in spiritual matters. Is 
religious life centered in the head? The heart? The hands? It varies from person to person, so 
teaching and learning cannot be a one-size-fits-all. We know, though, that it is needed 
outside our doors. During Harvest Festival, a local woman came to us and said that the 
world around her felt broken and she needed to come to where caring, sane people gather. It 
calmed her mind. Her words touched our souls. We aspire to create an inclusive community 
that embraces people from many walks of life who are searching for an openly-diverse and 
accepting place to connect with the Spirit.  

Appendix of Meeting activities 
Chamber music concert to support FCLCA  
Spring Gathering retreat at Ben Lomond Quaker Center  
Fall one-day retreat at Meeting House  
Harvest Festival to support FCLCA (includes a teen retreat)  
Hotel deZink homeless shelter  
Public meetings for worship  
Kids' Night Out  
First Day School  
Teen Meeting (twice monthly)  
Adult Education  
Quaker interviews (potluck followed by an interview with a surprise member of PAFM)  
Friendly 8 dinners  
El Salvador Committee  
Buildings and Grounds workdays  
Ice Cream social  
Pi(e) Day  
Host of Christian Friends Conference 



Reno Monthly Meeting:  State of the Meeting 2017 
Approved By Meeting for Worship with Attention to Business on May 20, 2018 

 
The Reno Friends Monthly Meeting (RFM) strives to deeply care for and nurture its members 
and attenders, beyond those present in Worship.  At the same time RFM continues to increase 
its outreachto and impactonthe greater Reno community. 
 
We are fortunate to have a solid foundation of membership and infrastructure, allowing us to 
gather in silent worship and conduct the business of our Meeting.  We continued several years 
of growth with more new attenders in 2018 and are exploring ways to encourage andfacilitate 
their ongoing contributions.  We have improved our follow-up with newcomers through timely 
hand-written cards and phone calls and hosted a breakfast for newcomers early in the year. 
 
We also hold in the Light infirm Friends and make efforts to stay in touch with and support 
them.  We miss Ricki Ann Jones, a faithful member of Meetingwho touched each one of us before 
she left her earthly body.  We supported her and her family during her final months and held a 
memorial service to honor and celebrate her life and legacy. Two lavender plants grow on the 
west side of our Meeting House to remind us of Ricki’s Light. 
 
Our Buildings and Grounds committee continues to enhance our compact but somewhat 
complex property with its three structures.  This year, we installed new outdoor lighting and 
gutters, upgraded sprinklers to better manage our water usage, and pruned our box elder, one 
of our largest trees.  Our annual spring and fall clean-ups are a joyous time for us to participate 
in collective care of our space. We demonstrate our fiscal responsibility for our property by 
appropriating $2,000to a reserve fund every year. 
 
We have revitalized and empoweredour committee work and leadership to strengthen our 
Meeting and enhance its impact and spiritual growth.  The Peace and Social Concerns 
Committee organized a worship-sharing to identify RFM outreach priorities.  In response, the 
committee initiated a regular effort of making and serving food for a local charity’s dinners for 
the homeless. This has supported both fellowship among us and with Reno’s homeless and 
economically disadvantaged population.  We also partnered with another local non-profit to co-
sponsor a small but mighty clean-up of a paved trail near the Meeting House where homeless 
people congregate.  We held our second warm-clothing drive and distributed the contributions 
on Christmas Eve Day along with bagged lunches provided by an attender and his family.In an 
effort to expand our knowledge of social and economic issues, we held a six-week Climate 
Change Discussion Group.  We also continued our core financial support of the Nevada 
volunteers who lead our state’s Alternatives to Violence Project, offering workshops in Nevada 
and northern California prisons. 
 
We are grateful to have sent members to Quarterly Meetings, and Ben Lomond’s Spiritual 
Centering Workshop.  These Friends return with information and activities to share from the 
wider Quaker community, deepening our understanding and practice of The Society of Friends. 
We recognize that there are areas of Quaker process where we can improve and appreciate 
those who bring forth questions and suggestions. 
 
Our social activities have been very well attended this past year.  One attender hosted an Easter 
potluck and hike, and another hosted a Christmas evening with music and caroling, both 
opportunities for us to celebrate each other and the season. We joined with the Carson City 
Worship Group to camp at the Grover Hot Springs Park in the fall.  We are grateful for the 
opportunity to gather and enjoy the beauty and weather that Reno offers while celebrating the 
rhythms of the year.  
 



In an effort to deepen our spiritual experience, we held a series of classes on Quakerism 101, 
which was well-attended and gave us a chance to better understand our Testimonies.  Our First 
Day School, which had few children the year before, has seen more young children participating 
during the Fallof 2017, and we hope that will continue this next year.  We continue to engage 
our First Day School teacher and are looking at ways to reach more young Friends.  
 
We are grateful for the opportunity to grow and stretch in all areas andstrive to see the Light in 
everyone. 
 
Respectfully Submitted 
Gina Russo, Clerk of Ministry & Oversight 
Wendy Swallow, RFM Clerk 
 
 



Santa Cruz Friends Meeting - State of the Meeting 2017 
 

“Responsibility for this ministry of love and service cannot be left to others. It rests upon 
each one of us, by action and in prayer, to make  human need our own wherever we may find 
it, being quick to see, and  moved to respond, as God gives us the vision and the 
opportunity.” -- from Christian Faith and Practice in the experience of the London Yearly 
Meeting   
 
2017 was a year of increased political activism in our Meeting, with a focus on Spirit-led 
action.   
 
Our Peace and Social Justice Committee sponsored a community meeting,  “What are 
Friends Doing for Social Justice?” The Meeting also approved a minute in support of Water 
Protectors at Standing Rock. After a strong start, the Committee lost its momentum and 
became inactive. The Meeting,  however, continued to work on a variety of peace and social 
justice issues.   
 
For the second year, our Meeting held a rummage sale benefitting FCLCA.  Our FCNL 
Advocacy Team continues to make lobbying visits, both in Washington, D.C. and at home, 
as well as keeping us informed and involved in legislative issues. The Team sponsored a 
table at a local Activist Fair following the Women’s March in January. Friends participated 
in this march, as well as marches celebrating Martin Luther King Day and Pride Day.   
 
Our Meeting has become more active in wider Quaker action, taking part in initiatives 
sponsored by AFSC, FCLCA, and PYM. An exciting project for our Meeting, co-sponsored 
by our local WILPF chapter, is a seven-part community television series developed and 
presented by one of  our members titled “The Future We Need…and How to Get it.” The 
focus is on the spiritual grounding of our political activism.   
 
We have become increasingly active in caring for homeless people, collaborating with three 
different shelter programs. Working with, serving, and getting to know these members of our 
community has been a gift to many of us.   
 
Our Friends in Unity with Nature Committee wrote a moving minute about the 
environmental harm the proposed border wall could cause. This minute was taken to PYM, 
and from there to Mexico City Meeting. We embarked on a project to channel storm water 
into a well to recharge the local aquifer. Our intention is that this project will be a model of 
water stewardship for the broader community. We gathered together for seasonal nature 
walks. We are blessed to live where we can enjoy the mystery and beauty of nature from the 
ocean to the redwood forests.   
 
Increased usage of the Meetinghouse and parking lot by the wider community has led the 
Finance and Buildings & Grounds committees to propose a resident caretaker.   
 
Attendance at our annual retreat had fallen, so we joined with San Jose Meeting and Live 
Oak Meeting for a weekend of fellowship, fun, and spiritual refreshment. We had such a 
good time that we are doing the same thing in 2018.   
 
We start worship an hour earlier on the first and third Sundays of each month. The extended 
time allows us to go deeper, providing a stronger container to hold each other. We continued 



our Spiritual Companions program. Each pair of companions shares what is spiritually alive 
for them and where they are struggling.   
 
In July, a member of our Meeting pled guilty to possession of child pornography and seven 
counts of child molestation. Friends visited and worshipped with this Friend in jail. As a 
Meeting, we deferred to the legal process, putting our own Quaker process with respect to 
this member on hold. Our inability or unwillingness to move forward created a lack of clarity 
and unity in the Meeting. Some Friends interpreted the support of the accused person as a 
lack of support for the Meeting's children and other vulnerable individuals.   
 
After our member pled guilty, there was an outpouring of emotions, beliefs, and opinions. In 
view of the profound grief and anger expressed by many members of our community, we 
decided to enlist the services of a well-respected Quaker healer. He met with Friends 
individually, facilitated a threshing session, and led us in a Meeting for Healing.   
 
This experience and its profound effect on the meeting prompts us to be mindful of the ways 
we tend the emotional and spiritual well being of our community, especially those to whom 
we have been insufficiently attentive. We are also reminded of our most basic Quaker charge 
and responsibility: answering that of God in each of us, no matter how flawed and imperfect 
we are.   
 
One thing is clear: we need to devote more time and attention to the children and families in 
our meeting. We have a renewed commitment to create a vibrant First Day Program. Friends 
across the Meeting are considering how we can serve families and children, and how we can 
better incorporate young people into Meeting activities.   
 
As we work together to put our faith into practice, we trust that, with loving kindness, 
compassion and forgiveness, we will come to know one other more intimately and to serve 
one another with greater affection, honesty and understanding.       
 
 



Strawberry Creek Monthly Meeting State of the Meeting Report 2018 
 
A sense of Spirit continues to move among us, pushing us to speak in Meeting for Worship, 

helping us to make decisions in our Meeting for Business, and encouraging us to try new 

structures. We feel hope for our Meeting, for the way that Truth is leading us, and for the 

community we are building. Some deeply appreciate the Meeting community as we strive to 

reignite our own connection with the Divine; others feel the presence of God in many ways, 

including in the children of this Meeting. 

 

The Meeting is open to Truth. The Meeting is both a refuge and a place of departure -- a refuge 

from the turmoil of the world and the United States in particular, and a place to figure out how 

to respond to that turmoil. We have turned toward each other at this difficult time, and this is a 

joy and an opportunity. 

 

While there is electricity and energy in our meeting, some of it no longer channels through 

existing structures. The electrical metaphor helps us to understand changes in our Meeting. 

For example, some of our older, incandescent energy sources are burning out; there are some 

vibrant new LEDs, but they need new ways through which to channel their bright energy. 

Nominating continues to have difficulty filling standing committees. Our new energy seems 

more open to accomplishing short-term projects -- including a wonderful, spontaneous-feeling 

fall retreat -- rather than committing to a year on a standing committee. Other examples 

include a new set of Friendly 7’s, worship sharing groups, the Quaker Action Worship Group, 

support for people in the Caribbean after the hurricanes, and new energy for action, inside and 

outside of committees. It is vitally important that we both seek and be open to new structures 

and new ways of connecting. 

 

We are a large Meeting, and some may feel overwhelmed and reluctant to step forward and 

participate. During the past year a new Welcoming and Inclusion Working Group began 

implementing better ways to welcome visitors and include new attenders in the life our 

Meeting. Smaller settings, such as third First Day worship sharing, spiritual sharing groups, and 

Friendly 7’s, help people feel less exposed as they begin to participate. In addition, we need to 

be mindful of those who feel excluded from various activities. 

 

Another structure that is deeply valued is that Friends with Anchoring Committees have begun 

to come regularly to Business Meeting to speak about the ministry that is being anchored by 

Meeting. Meeting dedicates many of our resources to directly supporting individual leadings by 

providing Anchoring Committees. Meeting for Business is generally well attended and 

proceeds smoothly. The Oakland Worship Group and two mid-week meetings for worship 

continue to meet under care of Strawberry Creek Meeting. 

 

Some time ago Oversight was laid down and two committees, Care of the Meeting and Mutual 

Care, were put in place. We are aware that this change should be studied, knowing that we are 

still not meeting everyone’s needs. Mutual Care strives to help individuals who are struggling 

while not intruding where there is sensitivity. It is a difficult balance. Our Meeting community is 

strengthened and enriched by the care members give to each other during times of difficulty. 

The First Day Children’s Program provides a wonderfully bright light to the Meeting; people 

greatly enjoyed and appreciated their work on and presentation of the Quaker Testimonies. We 

are also grateful for a large family whose children reliably come to Meeting; this allows the First 

Day Children’s program teachers to plan ahead and to know there will be children to teach. 

Additional support for and connection with this program is valued and needed. We now save a 



row of seats for the children, parents and teachers; and during announcements they share with 

the Meeting what they did during their hour. 

 

The Finance Committee realized this year that a satisfactory review of our Meeting’s financial 

records had not been done for many years and furthermore, that there was no clear audit 

process to follow. The Committee developed a written process for a Friendly Financial Review, 

and the review was completed in June 2017. 

 

Other beginnings and endings include the official laying down of the Site Committee. The 

committee had been on hiatus for some time and was officially laid down at Business Meeting. 

The Berkeley Technology Academy campus has proved to be a good site for our Meeting and 

we hope that the venue will remain available to us for the foreseeable future. 

 

While Meeting for Worship has generally been deep and centered, our Meeting was deeply 

saddened and challenged by one attender who spoke out twice during worship about her 

racist fears. These views did, however, bring a discourse on power, privilege and race into the 

heart of the Meeting and a small committee was formed to address these issues. The Power, 

Privilege and Race working group has provided several Adult Ed sessions that have been very 

well attended. In another response to challenging political times, our Meeting joined BOCA -- 

Berkeley Organizing Congregations for Action. Our Meeting continues to seek ways to join with 

like-minded groups and to shine our Light more broadly. 

 

We are fortunate to be located in an area with so many Friends -- two additional meetings in 

Berkeley and other large meetings close by. A joint committee with representatives from our 

meeting and Berkeley Friends Meeting has been formed, and shared activities are being 

planned. 

 

We are beginning to feel joy and energy bubbling back up in the Meeting. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

Kathy Barnhart (clerk) on behalf of Ministry and Worship, Philippa Barron on behalf of members 

at large, Rick Herbert on behalf of Care of the Meeting Committee 



2018 State of the Worship Group Report 
Lake County Worship Group 

 
“Oh Lord, may I be directed what to do 

and what to leave undone.”  - Elizabeth Fry 
 

To Friends Everywhere, 
 

Lake County Worship Group continues under the pastoral care of Redwood Forest 
Monthly Meeting. We are a small group of Friends spread over a three county area in rural 
Northern California, though the majority of us reside full time in Lake County. We gather 
weekly for worship, the location generally in a set rotation amongst our homes. In general, on 
first and fifth Sundays we are in Lower Lake, second Sunday Lakeport, third Clearlake, and 
fourth Redwood Valley. Meeting for Worship is now usually set for 11 AM Sundays, with a 
potluck to follow.  Our Meetings for Worship are small, sometimes as few as only two in 
attendance, other times as many as 10.  We range in age from ‘active seniors’ to two 
preschoolers among our regular attenders. Our worship is generally in the manner of 
unprogramed Friends, but we do periodically gather for Meeting for Worship on the occasion 
of Song. We were for a time experimenting with an evening Meeting for Worship on line, the 
Friday prior to the first Sunday, but that was laid down last fall for lack of participation. Our 
weekly gatherings in person serve both our spiritual and community needs better. 

 
We currently have no committees or officers, save for one Friend who currently 

serves as our treasurer; we are small enough that we can serve as a committee of the whole. 
At least three of us are active with our parent meeting in Santa Rosa and are there for the first 
Sunday of each month for committee meetings. We have begun having Meeting for Worship 
on the Occasion of Business again this last fall. We had previously scheduled Business 
Meeting to happen three times per year, though that had ‘slipped’ through our institutional 
memory for a bit. We have revived the practice and have had Business Meeting again this 
past month.  

 
At our last Business Meeting it was decided to set up a Yahoo Group to foster our 

communication, as a few other Meetings have done. Most of us are now part of that online 
group which allows us to easily get emails from any of us, out to all of us in a timely manner. 
It is now being used to get both minutes and agendas for business meeting out to all, as well 
as sharing information any of us gets from other Quaker organizations. So far this looks like 
it will meet our needs in lieu of a Meeting Newsletter. 

 
In the past year we have gathered unsprayed walnuts from a local orchard and have 

often been shelling them after potlucks, with the intent of using their sale for fundraising for 
our Worship Group making donations to charitable causes within our larger Lake County 
community as well as to other Quaker organizations. 
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Southern California Quarterly Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends 
Spring Gathering, April 28, 2018 

 
State of the Meeting Reports, 2017 

Meeting Responses to the Five Queries 
 
Ministry and Counsel of the Southern California Quarterly Meeting suggested the 
following queries to guide the State of the Meeting Reports from our Monthly Meeting, 
finished in 2018 but reflecting the State of the Meeting for 2017.  
 
The queries were as follows:  
 

1. What are your greatest joys as a Meeting?  
2. Are your Business Meeting conducted in worship?  
3. What troubles or challenges are you facing? 
4. What do you yearn for as a Meeting?  
5. How do you put your faith into action?  

 
This report presents the State of the Meeting reports in two different formats:  
 

• We have copied all of the State of Meeting Reports into the document as they came 
to us via email.  

• We have organized the State of the Meeting reports around the Five Queries and 
would note that some of the Meetings did not necessarily response to all Five 
Queries 

 
We have State of the Meeting Reports from Claremont Meeting, Conejo Valley Worship 
Group, Inland Valley Meeting, La Jolla Meeting, Las Vegas, NV Worship Group, Ojai 
Worship Group, Orange County Meeting, Orange Grove Meeting, San Diego Meeting, 
Santa Barbara Meeting, Santa Monica Meeting and Whitleaf Worship Group.  
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Part I:  Summary by Query 

Query 1: Joys 
What are your greatest joys as a Meeting? 
Please note that Las Vegas, NV Worship Group did not respond to this query.  

Claremont 
• Worship serves as the foundation for all of life, fundamental to our continuing growth. 
• We heard heartwarming, vibrant vocal ministries in Meeting for Worship this past year. 
• Those who speak with vulnerability and truth offer the spiritual food we all need. 
• Joys  and Concerns spoken from the heart continue to deepen our loving connections. 
• God is present in our ‘core of silence’: we thirst for this and are nourished by it. 
• Some are grateful to find their way home to CFM after wearing other religious garments. 
• We see God in many faces during worship, and in this threshing session. 
• Meeting for Worship is the foundation upon which we build and rest with love from all. 
• Children’s Meeting had too few adults to sustain the program we envisioned. 
• In 2017 we held painfully honest threshing sessions and reframed our approach.  
• Children’s Meeting has been greatly enriched since we hired two excellent staff persons.   

 

Conejo Valley 
A joy that we share is the strong sense of personal relationships and support among members and 
attenders. 
 

Inland Valley 
Greatest joys:   Watching children and infants growing up within the care and love of our 
Meeting, and helping them along the path of discovery of what it means to be a Quaker, provides 
one of our greatest joys. The number of teens in our Meeting has risen.  The richness of silent 
worship provides us with consistent joy and nourishment. It brings us joy when new attenders 
find us and enrich our Meeting with their contributions, including joining committees and 
eventually taking leadership roles. We share our joy and maintain the vitality of our Meeting 
with fellowship on many occasions, such as our annual Easter and Christmas gatherings and joint 
trips to explore and enjoy nature. The practice of listening for the Spirit and sharing vocal 
ministry continues to foster our sense of well-being. 
 

La Jolla 
We have a vibrant Community Committee that supports us with good food and fellowship.  Our 
Property Committee has seen to it that our meeting house and cottage are maintained in a sound 
condition and will last for many years to come.  Adult Religious Education committee provides 
weekly opportunities to discuss and learn about Quaker beliefs and practices.  Our Retreat 
Committee organizes meaningful and well attended annual retreats.  Several groups, such as the 
Men’s Group and the Scholarship Committee serve to support us in specific ways.  We are 
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supported in our individual work through the Committee for Leadings.    But the most essential 
element of our center proceeds from our meetings for worship.  Through our weekly worship, we 
find a depth and connection with the divine that gives us the strength to carry our work into the 
world. 
 

Ojai 
Our greatest joys are making tea for one another, getting to know and connect with individuals in 
the group, welcoming visitors, and having a quiet dependable sanctuary to come together in. 
 

Orange County 
We find joy in our communal worship, caring, and action. In supporting one another — in a 16-
year book group or in ongoing potlucks or in welcoming newcomers — we recognize our 
joy.  We embraced one family spiritually, emotionally, and financially this year; we quietly 
embraced an aging member who needed assistance as his aging limited his options.  Our 
Meetings for Worship are frequently “gathered” and the silence nourishing; our anxieties or 
personal concerns expressed openly. We have welcomed one new member this year and have two 
more in the process.  We can and do support individual leadings. 
 

Orange Grove 
The numerous children at Meeting are a joy and the committee to educate them has been 
reinstated. Welcoming events are held for our new babies. A joyful clatter rises from the kitchen 
as more Friends participate in providing fellowship, something many of us learned visiting 
Quaker Center. 
 

San Diego 
After more than a decade of slowly losing our oldest members, we are pleased that San Diego 
Monthly Meeting is growing again, gaining new regular attenders who are eager to spread our 
Quaker values as we work toward our long term goals of a strong community and a cleaner 
environment, in a peaceful and just society.  
 

Santa Barbara 
Our joys as a meeting spring from the expression and celebration of our spiritual life.  Shared 
passions provide a sense of community and a framework for our activism.  Highlights included 
successful AVP prison workshops; interactions with youth facing difficult situations; a 
memorable radio interview with volunteers from Truth in Recruitment; the dedication of our 
Peace, Earth Care and Social Concerns Committee; and participation in our peace vigils and 
marches.  Time spent with the Ojai Worship Group (under our care) and the Conejo Valley 
Worship Group (in close proximity to us) is particularly cherished.  Our 4th Annual Retreat 
provided an opportunity for Friends to rejuvenate, share leadings, and catch up on one another's 
lives.  Some Friends enjoy gathering once a month to participate in a healing circle or to sing and 
share music.  A Thursday evening reading/study group meets in the home of one of our attenders.  
When families with small children visit our first-day school, we are especially delighted.  
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Santa Monica 
Meeting is a place of peace, a place to grow during good times and bad. Friends celebrate the 
silence, the feelings of community and the contemplative dimensions of worship. One Friend 
said that she felt hopeful to be part of a group seeking love together. Friends felt a yielding to the 
Light, allowing it to transform us and to be open in coming to unity. One Friend said that the 
Meeting is a space to ponder the mysteries and to participate in a spiritual community. With joy, 
we celebrated the wedding of Rachel Fretz and Bob Tajima, held under the care of the Meeting. 
Another Friend said that she loved watching the kids grow up to be teens and seeing how free 
and loved they are. 
 

Whitleaf 
The group, while small in number, continues to thrive as an example of how regular, committed 
and effective just a few devoted Friends can be. In addition to first day meeting for worship, we 
practice corporate and individual ministries of support, influence, guidance and service as 
extensions of our Quaker faith and principles. 

Query 2: Business Meetings and Worship  
Are your Business Meeting conducted in worship? 
Please note the following Meetings did not respond directly to this query: Conejo Valley, Las 
Vegas, NV Worship Group, La Jolla, Ojai, Orange Grove, San Diego and Whitleaf. 

Claremont 
• We are challenged to individually exercise greater self-discipline, thereby promoting     

more deeply centered worship and providing greater support to our clerk. 
• Some committees need tender care and support to more adequately fulfill their role.  
• Some Friends feel one hour is too short for waiting-worship when attending to 

business.  
• Compassion is our currency in M4B; we need to amplify it as our coin of the realm. 
• Intentional waiting worship calls our Clerk to be more in tune with God while Friends’ 

expectant waiting evokes clearer messages from our Clerk.  
• January M4B, held in the worship room, alternatied between silence and business to 

create a deeply appreciated rhythm. 
• Vocal ministry in meeting for worship moves us to participation in M4B as vocal 

ministry. 

Inland Valley 
Worshipful conduct of our Meetings for Business:   Our Meetings for Business are held with the 
proper worshipful attitude with a shared appreciation for the directness and simplicity applied to 
the process. 

Orange County 
Here we could do better and have resolved to do so.  We need intermittent reminders not to 
address one another but rather to address the Clerk. We come to Meeting with open minds but 
need to remain on topic in large and small ways.  We must focus on worshipful participation 
with, perhaps, more silence buffering our commentaries.  Continued reinforcement of proportion, 
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insofar as issues are concerned, would be helpful.  We recognize the functionality of our 
nominating committee filling our rosters effectively and swiftly. 
 

Santa Barbara 
Like the meeting house itself and the sense of community we enjoy, our bimonthly 

meetings for worship on the occasion of business have been described as a "safe place," one of 
peace and refuge within a society "under stress."  Our clerk skillfully encourages us to "come 
back to center" when our discussions begin to waver.  Calls for silence prove helpful when we 
disagree or tension arises among Friends.  We care deeply about one another and trust the 
process, so we tend to exhibit extraordinary goodwill and respect for each person's unique 
contribution.   

Santa Monica 
Friends appreciate the discernment process in Business Meetings and committees. Our Business 
Meetings are steeped in worship and listening. 

Query 3: Challenges 
What troubles or challenges are you facing? 
Please note that San Diego Meeting did not respond directly to this query.  
 

Claremont 
• Nominating Committee might ask What would you like to do? How can we help you? 
• Some see CFM as a fragmented collection of loving individuals, not yet in full unity. 
• Children’s Rooms are too full of stuff; our kids need clear, simple, open space. 
• We have endowment money but are still discerning our call as a community in using it. 
• How can assets give purpose & identity? How can resources animate our committees? 
• ‘Presentists’ can find value in our Quaker tradition without knowing our whole history. 
• How might students from five Claremont Colleges enrich our Meeting in small doses?  

 

Conejo Valley 
We are continuing to grow in faith but not in numbers. A long-time friend and attender left to 
pursue a different spiritual path; his absence is a great loss to us.  Our numbers have further 
declined due to people moving, health challenges, travel and work. An ongoing challenge is to 
have a stable attendance. A member who has stopped attending has raised some concerns about 
his experience of our worship; we are discerning the best way to address those concerns. 
 

Inland Valley 
Inland Valley Friends Meeting continues to struggle in looking for our own permanent meeting 
house which would not only serve our needs but could also provide a space to share with like-
minded community organizations. Our frustrations with this process have been many.  Current 
obstacles revolve around looking at properties that would need to be brought up to code so we 
can obtain the Conditional Use Permit which the City requires.  We are considering ways to join 
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with other like-minded groups.  
 

Las Vegas, NV Worship Group 
Like the phrase about work, our lives are more than just this meeting.  Most attenders would say 
that we have our family, support system(s) and life outside Sunday worship.  The queries are 
addressed to “the Meeting;” but we are hardly more than a one hour-a-week meditation group.  
We have no monthly business meeting, no committees, first day school, etc.  
 

La Jolla 
We face challenges and concerns.  Events in the U.S. and across the globe continue to trouble us 
deeply.  The pressures of our fast-paced lives and our widespread geographic distribution can 
make it difficult to connect with Friends outside of First Days.  We are an aging group.  We 
worry that there are not enough younger people joining us.  Our First Day School attenders are 
precious to us all, but we hope to add to their numbers.  Although we are enriched by those who 
have joined us recently, we seek ways to make ourselves known to the wider community.  Our 
meeting has been blessed with a bequest.  We are still working to find unity on how best to spend 
it.  This has led us to an ongoing purposeful envisioning of our future.   
 

Ojai 
We are older and have experienced the death of one of our cherished Friends this year.  We are 
dealing with health issues.  We have had struggles with individual personality conflicts and have 
experienced a lack of flexibility and generosity with each other that has caused a drop in 
attendance, that causes us sorrow. 
 

Orange County 
The “elephant in the room” for us has been our decision to relocate OCFM to a situation that will 
better meet our needs.  After multiple meetings for evaluation, polling the membership’s 
commitment, and a Talking Meeting, we find most Friends wish to move.  A few are uneasy in 
this uncertain world, yet all pertinent aspects have been covered.  The costs will not be simply 
cash but also personal time, creativity, and labor.  Our site-search committee continues its quest 
for an appropriate venue. 
As we consider relocation, we question whether we might do more to attract new seekers, 
attenders, and (eventually) members.  We realize we need families to grow and provide more life 
for the meeting.  And so, we must improve our outreach. 
 

Orange Grove 
One new attender notes that the silence is always good and the ministry sometimes. Another 
found lengthy ministry off-putting. A perception of unbalanced spiritual and political ministry 
spoke many Friends’ minds who participated in a session seeking input for this report.  

Santa Barbara 
This past year will stand out in our memories for a long time to come, due to the challenges we 
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and our neighbors faced with the Thomas Fire.  Friends, family and acquaintances were 
displaced from their homes, struggled with a lack of air quality, and worked to support one 
another and the community as a whole in the midst of this devastation.  Subsequent mudslides 
caused tragic loss of life and extensive property damage.  In addition, we suffered a period of 
separation from friends and family to the south of us in Ventura County when flooding and the 
flow of debris caused a prolonged freeway closure.  As a result of this, we are now partnering 
with La Casa de Maria, whose contemplative prayer groups now meet in our Meeting House. 
 

Santa Monica 
There is much we want to do to live our faith and strengthen our community. One Friend said 
that she would like to have a committee to visit people who have left the Meeting community. 
Another Friend recommended that the Meeting form small groups that support each other in 
spiritual growth. In addition, Friends urged that we explore ways to attract more young people 
and younger families and to communicate to the wider community. Another Friend said that it’s a 
struggle to get enough new members to sustain committees and social action. We also note the 
resilience and strength of committees as new members join. We need to address the hard of 
hearing problems in our worship. 
 

Whitleaf 
On less positive notes of the year, two of our “family” passed away: Ignacio Marin, husband of 
Kathy O’Brien Marin, and Jeananne Wright Coop, wife of Lind Coop. Both held strong in long-
term fights against debilitating conditions. The Whitleaf “family” of Friends continues to provide 
emotional and spiritual support for the Marin and Coop families. 

Query 4: Yearnings 
What do you yearn for as a Meeting? 
Please note that the following Meeting did not respond to this query: Conejo Valley, Las Vegas, 
NV Worship Group, La Jolla, Ojai and San Diego 

Claremont 
Some have expressed that they 

• Sense tension between valuing our way of worship and reaching out to others.    
• Ask adults to initiate relationships with students & children, to show our care. 
• Want uncluttered children’s space open to Creation, Spirit and new families. 
• Yearn to better understand the rules of conduct and the clerk’s role in M4B. 

Inland Valley 
We yearn to continue to grow as a meeting, to find stability, to attract new families and to 
increase our knowledge and care for one another.  Because of changes in members and attenders, 
our donations have decreased. This has forced us to make difficult financial decisions, which we 
hope will be erased in the future. 
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Orange County 
Primarily, we long for transformation, i.e., families with children; and we want expansion, i.e., 
our own meetinghouse.  We see more youngsters as the lifeblood of this Meeting.  We long for 
the sense that the Meeting will be here even if we ourselves are gone.  The question that nags 
us:  Will there be someone to do my Memorial Minute?  Our current level of outreach is 
somewhat scattered, as our members live in various locations. The vital Quaker activities of a 
few years ago in Southern California are now not there. A challenge to us and others to keep 
those going. We long for more ways for our Quaker families to meet with others. 
 

Santa Barbara 
Our yearnings as a meeting primarily center around our interpersonal relationships.  We feel 
keenly the absence of families with children to attend our first-day school.  A couple of Friends 
clerking committees sometimes experience a sense of overwhelm and are seeking more support 
and practical help from the meeting.  While we wish for more participation among our attenders, 
we would also like to discover new ways to have our presence be better known in the larger 
community.  At times, we as individuals crave acceptance, appreciation for our accomplishments, 
diversity, approval, as well as more time and energy for our social activism. 

Santa Monica 
Many Friends said that we don’t have a strong enough communal identity, especially in 
connection with peace and social action. We seem to lack a larger vision and direction in our 
communal efforts to promote peace and social justice, despite a longing for a common purpose 
and more witness. 

Whitleaf 
We continue to pray for additional members so that the Light might shine more generally and 
extension of the good this little group can do for humanity might be increased. 

Query 5: Faith and Action 
How do you put your faith into action? 
Please note that Las Vegas, NV Worship Group did not respond directly to this query.   
 

Claremont 
Claremont Homeless Advocacy Program continues to host overnight guests in our Meeting 
Room & Library as we have done 365 nights a year since February 2014. One Friend coordinates 
many interfaith volunteers in supporting, feeding and advocating.   
 

Conejo Valley 
As a Worship Group, individuals continue to bear Quaker Witness to the World through their 
lives as they are led.  Some of these activities include being a part of the Afghan Girls School 
Committee, Alternatives to Violence facilitation in California Men's Colony, as well as other 
prison ministries, contributing to food rescue collection and distribution including delivery to 
home-bound seniors, and supporting a school in Turks and Caicos for Hurricane Irma 
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reconstruction. Our members support our local Islamic Center, as well as the wider Muslim 
community, and maintain interfaith and ecumenical connections with numerous spiritual and 
community service groups. 
 

Inland Valley 
We endeavor to attend meeting for worship and other meeting activities regularly. We continue to 
study our Quaker roots. We share our Quaker values with the community and support local 
activist organizations which work for peace and social justice. Members of our meeting have 
taken leading roles in some of these organizations, helping to organize and participate in marches 
and humanitarian events. We meet with those who are affected by discrimination, seeking and 
finding that of God in all. We recognize that everyone in Meeting has something to offer. By 
listening carefully to one another, we learn lessons on commitment, respect, empathy, 
compassion, inclusion, openness and social activism. We spend time in nature and teach our 
youth to respect and love our Earth. 
 

La Jolla 
By our actions and our work in the world, we seek to “let our lives speak”.  Through committee 
work, through participation in the causes that move us, and through careers to which we have 
been called, La Jolla Friends continue to endeavor to speak our truth to the world.   Some of us 
do this through careers such as education, health, and social work.  There are a number who have 
retired and now devote much of their time to working for the Society in the Monthly, Quarterly 
and Yearly meetings.  Friends have been moved to work for an end to the instruments of war 
through organizations such as Veterans for Peace.  Many Friends continue to work with those 
who are incarcerated or homeless. Some Friends have organized an interest group around issues 
in healthcare and are advocating for an equitable health care system.  To support the leading of a 
family who has taken in a Honduran refugee family, the meeting created the Asylum, Immigrant 
and Refugee (AIR) committee to oversee the meeting’s role in assisting them.  We have provided 
financial and advisory support.  Now this family is close to being self-sufficient.   
 

Ojai 
There are many ways we put our faith in action, though, not as many as we'd like.  We share/or 
don't share on Facebook, we spend time on personal exploration, the results of which expands to 
others, we care for family and friends, both in and out of Meeting, we email as political activism, 
we pray and meditate individually and corporately, on line. Some of us are active on larger 
Quaker committees, in AVP, and on the Peaceable Kingdom journal. 
 

Orange County 
We reach out to the community with the formation of an FCNL Advocacy team, our presence at 
Irvine’s Global Village and OC Pride Festival, support of a women’s shelter, and letters to editor 
in large and small newspapers. Our young people raised funds for a water purification 
project.  And we are pleased that this next generation has been helpful in joining in the Meeting’s 
care for our aging members and attenders.  Individual leadings involve immigrant rights, mental 
health, and animal welfare. News of these activities hearten us, promoting further involvement 
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and dedication. 
 

Orange Grove 
We know that love is at the heart of our Meeting work, expressed through our lives of peace, 
justice, and service, and this is evident in our vigorous activism. At times confronting the world 
on the world’s terms seems to conflict with the needs of our spirits. As an example, our efforts to 
create emergency safety plans with the police raised concerns that our spiritual values will be 
subordinated to theirs if deadly force is used. 
 
 

San Diego 
One member is past president of the local chapter of Veterans for Peace.  Two members are 
involved in promoting Quaker values through political action on the local and state levels. Four 
members are authors, with publication during the year 2017. Many members are active in the 
larger Quaker Community of PYM.  Several members and attenders worked with the ICWJ, the 
Interfaith Center for Worker Justice of San Diego. One works on his leading to develop and 
maintain closer ties between PYM and the Casa de los Amigos in Mexico City. 
 

Santa Barbara 
Happily, when the query, "How do you put your faith into action?" was posed to the meeting, the 
answer was a resounding, "Very well indeed!"  Some Friends focus their attention on issues that 
concern them personally, while others receive a sense of leadership from the meeting and focus 
their efforts wherever needed most.  Many new activities at our meeting house unite us as a body, 
and we continue to nurture Friends' work with various outreach ministries such as the 
Alternatives to Violence Project, Truth in Recruitment, peace vigils, Clergy and Laity United for 
Economic Justice, Transition House, and the Santa Barbara Clergy Association.  Our broader 
goals derive from our testimonies as Friends, and our relationships with one another and the 
community support these goals.  Friends tend to express the feeling that relationships are key 
here, and that the spiritual life of our meeting is effectively the background for our whole lives.  
 

Santa Monica 
We are searching for ways to deepen our worship and carry it outside the Meeting into our lives 
and the wider community. We are concerned about the difficult times in which we live, 
particularly relating to our government and injustice. While some feel the lack of a corporate 
vision, others are satisfied that many Friends, as individuals, put their Quaker faith into action 
and are committed to continue in this way. We are continuing to explore the finding of a 
"common purpose" in the Meeting.  The Alice Herman Committee offered grants to Friends for 
deepening spiritual practices and understanding. One Friend said that the main thing is to 
strengthen and deepen our worship and find the spark in others. Friends urged us to be more 
actively involved in the larger society, to strengthen the Quaker voice and to build a more just 
and equitable society. 
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Whitleaf 
With our general orientation to literacy and education, we continue to serve the community 
through volunteer tutoring at local grade schools, as well as reading and education programs, 
such as those conducted at the local Boys and Girls Club. Group member volunteer tutoring and 
mentoring extends as far as to university educational coaching and assistance. We are also 
involved in encouraging reading through the city-wide reading program, Whittier Reads.  
This group of Friends hold matters of political concern in high regard. Many of us are 
extensively involved in the local, regional, national and global conduct of action to bring about 
peace, nutrition, medical services, housing, and human rights – including specifically matters of 
racial and women’s rights. The matters of gun control and needs of the homeless continue to be 
important focal points for our action. Much of what we are able to do is carried out through 
support for organizations such as: FUM, FCNL, AFSC, ESR, peace coalitions, Habitat for 
Humanity, Heifer International, the American Bar Association, plus marches and petitions for 
positive social and political change. 
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PART II:  State of the Meeting Reports by Meeting 

CLAREMONT MEETING  
 
Twenty-four Friends gathered on February 11, 2018 to consider five queries suggested by 
SCQM.  Our responses will guide us in the coming year as we endeavor to re-pattern our lives 
through greater attentiveness to Love. 
 JOYS 

• Worship serves as the foundation for all of life, fundamental to our continuing growth. 
• We heard heartwarming, vibrant vocal ministries in Meeting for Worship this past year. 
• Those who speak with vulnerability and truth offer the spiritual food we all need. 
• Joys  and Concerns spoken from the heart continue to deepen our loving connections. 
• God is present in our ‘core of silence’: we thirst for this and are nourished by it. 
• Some are grateful to find their way home to CFM after wearing other religious garments. 
• We see God in many faces during worship, and in this threshing session. 
• Meeting for Worship is the foundation upon which we build and rest with love from all. 
• Children’s Meeting had too few adults to sustain the program we envisioned. 
• In 2017 we held painfully honest threshing sessions and reframed our approach.  
• Children’s Meeting has been greatly enriched since we hired two excellent staff persons.   

 CHALLENGES 
• Nominating Committee might ask What would you like to do? How can we help you? 
• Some see CFM as a fragmented collection of loving individuals, not yet in full unity. 
• Children’s Rooms are too full of stuff; our kids need clear, simple, open space. 
• We have endowment money but are still discerning our call as a community in using it. 
• How can assets give purpose & identity? How can resources animate our committees? 
• ‘Presentists’ can find value in our Quaker tradition without knowing our whole history. 
• How might students from five Claremont Colleges enrich our Meeting in small doses?  

 YEARNINGS Some have expressed that they 
• Sense tension between valuing our way of worship and reaching out to others.    
• Ask adults to initiate relationships with students & children, to show our care. 
• Want uncluttered children’s space open to Creation, Spirit and new families. 
• Yearn to better understand the rules of conduct and the clerk’s role in M4B. 

 MEETING FOR BUSINESS 
• We are challenged to individually exercise greater self-discipline, thereby promoting 

more deeply centered worship and providing greater support to our clerk. 
• Some committees need tender care and support to more adequately fulfill their role.  
• Some Friends feel one hour is too short for waiting-worship when attending to business.  
• Compassion is our currency in M4B; we need to amplify it as our coin of the realm. 
• Intentional waiting worship calls our Clerk to be more in tune with God while Friends’ 

expectant waiting evokes clearer messages from our Clerk.  
• January M4B, held in the worship room, alternatied between silence and business to 

create a deeply appreciated rhythm. 
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• Vocal ministry in meeting for worship moves us to participation in M4B as vocal 
ministry. 

 FAITH IN ACTION 
• Claremont Homeless Advocacy Program continues to host overnight guests in our 

Meeting Room & Library as we have done 365 nights a year since February 2014. One 
Friend coordinates many interfaith volunteers in supporting, feeding and advocating.   
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Conejo Valley Worship Group 
 
A joy thot we share is the strong sense of personal relationships and support among members and 
attenders. 
 
We are continuing to grow in faith but not in numbers. A long-time friend and attender left to 
pursue a different spiritual path; his absence is a great loss to us.  Our numbers have further 
declined due to people moving, health challenges, travel and work. An ongoing challenge is to 
have a stable attendance. A member who has stopped attending has raised some concerns about 
his experience of our worship; we are discerning the best way to address those concerns. 
 
We are in the process of updating the "Meetup" social networking app which had helped us 
welcome new attenders who are seeking a spiritual community. 
 
Some of our worship group attend Orange Grove and Santa Barbara Meetings on the First Days 
we do not meet as the Conejo Valley Worship Group. In return, we welcomed visits from Orange 
Grove Friends. We enjoy being part of PacificYearly Meeting, Fall Fellowship, Spring Gathering 
and Santa Barbara Retreat. 
 
As a Worship Group, individuals continue to bear Quaker Witness to the World through their 
lives as they are led.  Some of these activities include being a part of the Afghan Girls School 
Committee, Alternatives to Violence facilitation in California Men's Colony, as well as other 
prison ministries, contributing to food rescue collection and distribution including delivery to 
home-bound seniors, and supporting a school in Turks and Caicos for Hurricane Irma 
reconstruction. Our members support our local Islamic Center, as well as the wider Muslim 
community, and maintain interfaith and ecumenical connections with numerous spiritual and 
community service groups. 
 
We are grateful for the relationships and spiritual support that nurture us and ask our SCQM 
F/friends to hold us in the Light as we seek to grow and serve as we are led. 
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Inland Valley Meeting 
 

Greatest joys:   Watching children and infants growing up within the care and love of our 
Meeting, and helping them along the path of discovery of what it means to be a Quaker, provides 
one of our greatest joys. The number of teens in our Meeting has risen .  The richness of silent 
worship provides us with consistent joy and nourishment. It brings us joy when new attenders 
find us and enrich our Meeting with their contributions, including joining committees and 
eventually taking leadership roles. We share our joy and maintain the vitality of our Meeting 
with fellowship on many occasions, such as our annual Easter and Christmas gatherings and joint 
trips to explore and enjoy nature. The practice of listening for the Spirit and sharing vocal 
ministry continues to foster our sense of well-being. 
 
Worshipful conduct of our Meetings for Business:   Our Meetings for Business are held with the 
proper worshipful attitude with a shared appreciation for the directness and simplicity applied to 
the process. 
 
Troubles, challenges and yearnings:   Inland Valley Friends Meeting continues to struggle in 
looking for our own permanent meeting house which would not only serve our needs but could 
also provide a space to share with like-minded community organizations. Our frustrations with 
this process have been many.  Current obstacles revolve around looking at properties that would 
need to be brought up to code so we can obtain the Conditional Use Permit which the City 
requires.  We are considering ways to join with other like-minded groups. We yearn to continue 
to grow as a meeting, to find stability, to attract new families and to increase our knowledge and 
care for one another.  Because of changes in members and attenders, our donations have 
decreased. This has forced us to make difficult financial decisions, which we hope will be erased 
in the future. 
 
Putting our faith into action:   We endeavor to attend meeting for worship and other meeting 
activities regularly. We continue to study our Quaker roots. We share our Quaker values with the 
community and support local activist organizations which work for peace and social justice. 
Members of our meeting have taken leading roles in some of these organizations, helping to 
organize and participate in marches and humanitarian events. We meet with those who are 
affected by discrimination, seeking and finding that of God in all. We recognize that everyone in 
Meeting has something to offer. By listening carefully to one another, we learn lessons on 
commitment, respect, empathy, compassion, inclusion, openness and social activism. We spend 
time in nature and teach our youth to respect and love our Earth.  
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 La Jolla Meeting  
 
 By our actions and our work in the world, we seek to “let our lives speak”.  Through 
committee work, through participation in the causes that move us, and through careers to which 
we have been called, La Jolla Friends continue to endeavor to speak our truth to the world.   
Some of us do this through careers such as education, health, and social work.  There are a 
number who have retired and now devote much of their time to working for the Society in the 
Monthly, Quarterly and Yearly meetings.  Friends have been moved to work for an end to the 
instruments of war through organizations such as Veterans for Peace.  Many Friends continue to 
work with those who are incarcerated or homeless. Some Friends have organized an interest 
group around issues in healthcare and are advocating for an equitable health care system.  To 
support the leading of a family who has taken in a Honduran refugee family, the meeting created 
the Asylum, Immigrant and Refugee (AIR) committee to oversee the meeting’s role in assisting 
them.  We have provided financial and advisory support.  Now this family is close to being self-
sufficient.   

This work does not arise out of a vacuum.  It emanates from the caring spiritual center 
that our monthly meeting and committee work provide.  We have a vibrant Community 
Committee that supports us with good food and fellowship.  Our Property Committee has seen to 
it that our meeting house and cottage are maintained in a sound condition and will last for many 
years to come.  Adult Religious Education committee provides weekly opportunities to discuss 
and learn about Quaker beliefs and practices.  Our Retreat Committee organizes meaningful and 
well attended annual retreats.  Several groups, such as the Men’s Group and the Scholarship 
Committee serve to support us in specific ways.  We are supported in our individual work 
through the Committee for Leadings.    But the most essential element of our center proceeds 
from our meetings for worship.  Through our weekly worship, we find a depth and connection 
with the divine that gives us the strength to carry our work into the world.   
 We face challenges and concerns.  Events in the U.S. and across the globe continue to 
trouble us deeply.  The pressures of our fast-paced lives and our widespread geographic 
distribution can make it difficult to connect with Friends outside of First Days.  We are an aging 
group.  We worry that there are not enough younger people joining us.  Our First Day School 
attenders are precious to us all, but we hope to add to their numbers.  Although we are enriched 
by those who have joined us recently, we seek ways to make ourselves known to the wider 
community.  Our meeting has been blessed with a bequest.  We are still working to find unity on 
how best to spend it.  This has led us to an ongoing purposeful envisioning of our future.   
 It brings us comfort that we possess the resources to face our challenges and that our 
spiritual community will continue to nurture us and to provide a safe foundation from which we 
can continue to let our lives speak.   
 
Respectfully submitted,  
Elizabeth Bills, Susan Howe, and Steve Hobbes 
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Las Vegas,NV Worship Group 
 
The informality of our small worship group is reflected in the lack of attention to detail in 
creating this report.  There was no note taker for the two sessions of discussion of the above 
queries, and each session, one month apart, was minimally attended, even by our standards.  
 
Like the phrase about work, our lives are more than just this meeting.  Most attenders would say 
that we have our family, support system(s) and life outside Sunday worship.  The queries are 
addressed to “the Meeting;” but we are hardly more than a one hour-a-week meditation group.  
We have no monthly business meeting, no committees, first day school, etc.  
 
Our long-time convener died over the past year, and to his wishes, we have no plans for a 
memorial service. 
 
Las Vegas Worship Group continues its status as an existential entity, committed only to this 
morning’s worship, making no plans for the short or long-term future. 
 
 
 
 

Ojai Worship Group 
 
 Ojai Worship Group continues to be a small, steady group of 5 or more worshippers 
meeting at the home of a long time, now deceased Friend, Val Schorre.  Our greatest joys are 
making tea for one another, getting to know and connect with individuals in the group, 
welcoming visitors, and having a quiet dependable sanctuary to come together in. 
 
We are older and have experienced the death of one of our cherished Friends this year.  We are 
dealing with health issues.  We have had struggles with individual personality conflicts and have 
experienced a lack of flexibility and generosity with each other that has caused a drop in 
attendance that causes us sorrow. 
 
There are many things we yearn for: more attenders, especially younger people; more 
communion with our Santa Barbara Friends Meeting; retention of attenders; and more activities 
doing things together, either socially, or in more meaningful peace work activities. 
 
There are many ways we put our faith in action, though, not as many as we'd like.  We share/or 
don't share on Facebook, we spend time on personal exploration, the results of which expands to 
others, we care for family and friends, both in and out of Meeting, we email as political activism, 
we pray and meditate individually and corporately, on line. Some of us are active on larger 
Quaker committees, in AVP, and on the Peaceable Kingdom journal. 
 
We found this exercise useful. Thinking about and discussing our desires helped us to plan some 
activities for the future. 
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Orange County Meeting   
 
What are your greatest joys as a meeting? We find joy in our communal worship, caring, and 
action. In supporting one another — in a 16-year book group or in ongoing potlucks or in 
welcoming newcomers — we recognize our joy.  We embraced one family spiritually, 
emotionally, and financially this year; we quietly embraced an aging member who needed 
assistance as his aging limited his options.  Our Meetings for Worship are frequently “gathered” 
and the silence nourishing; our anxieties or personal concerns expressed openly. We have 
welcomed one new member this year and have two more in the process.  We can and do support 
individual leadings. 
Are your Business Meetings conducted in worship? Here we could do better and have 
resolved to do so.  We need intermittent reminders not to address one another but rather to 
address the Clerk. We come to Meeting with open minds but need to remain on topic in large and 
small ways.  We must focus on worshipful participation with, perhaps, more silence buffering 
our commentaries.  Continued reinforcement of proportion, insofar as issues are concerned, 
would be helpful.  We recognize the functionality of our nominating committee filling our rosters 
effectively and swiftly. 
What are troubles or challenges that lie ahead?  The “elephant in the room” for us has been 
our decision to relocate OCFM to a situation that will better meet our needs.  After multiple 
meetings for evaluation, polling the membership’s commitment, and a Talking Meeting, we find 
most Friends wish to move.  A few are uneasy in this uncertain world, yet all pertinent aspects 
have been covered.  The costs will not be simply cash but also personal time, creativity, and 
labor.  Our site-search committee continues its quest for an appropriate venue. 
As we consider relocation, we question whether we might do more to attract new seekers, 
attenders, and (eventually) members.  We realize we need families to grow and provide more life 
for the meeting.  And so, we must improve our outreach. 
What do you yearn for as a meeting?  Primarily, we long for transformation, i.e., families with 
children; and we want expansion, i.e., our own meetinghouse.  We see more youngsters as the 
lifeblood of this Meeting.  We long for the sense that the Meeting will be here even if we 
ourselves are gone.  The question that nags us:  Will there be someone to do my Memorial 
Minute?  Our current level of outreach is somewhat scattered, as our members live in various 
locations. The vital Quaker activities of a few years ago in Southern California are now not there. 
A challenge to us and others to keep those going. We long for more ways for our Quaker families 
to meet with others. 
How do you put your faith into action?   We reach out to the community with the formation of 
an FCNL Advocacy team, our presence at Irvine’s Global Village and OC Pride Festival, support 
of a women’s shelter, and letters to editor in large and small newspapers. Our young people 
raised funds for a water purification project.  And we are pleased that this next generation has 
been helpful in joining in the Meeting’s care for our aging members and attenders.  Individual 
leadings involve immigrant rights, mental health, and animal welfare. News of these activities 
hearten us, promoting further involvement and dedication. 
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Orange Grove Meeting  
 
   The perceived state of Orange Grove Meeting depends upon the state of each observer. These 
include members both active or distant, attenders old and new, visitors Friendly or curious, 
groups sharing our campus as well as those distant such as our worship groups.  Our outreach 
touches lives in our neighborhood as well as on other continents. Here’s a brief glimpse of our 
current condition. 
 
    A visiting Friend notes that we are a fortunate Meeting. We agree, and seek ways to continue 
good stewardship of our resources. We are grateful for our heritage property and make 
improvements which speak to our values. Our finances are adequate and we invest in the 
spiritual growth of the Meeting through grant funds to Friends as led and discerned. Well 
attended workshops are an annual feature. Adult education is responsive to the needs which 
arise. 
 
    Friends perceive an increase in attendance which may result from the interesting times we live 
in. Our website attracts younger people although our diversity is still lacking. We are actively 
seeking ways to change that, exploring our motives and means to become a more inclusive 
community. The numerous children at Meeting are a joy and the committee to educate them has 
been reinstated. Welcoming events are held for our new babies. A joyful clatter rises from the 
kitchen as more Friends participate in providing fellowship, something many of us learned 
visiting Quaker Center. More Friends participate in more ways but the work seems to expand as 
quickly, and it can be difficult to find Friends to do committee work. Many attend for the silence 
and a brief respite from the challenges we face outside of Meeting and haven’t yet participated 
beyond that. 
 
   One new attender notes that the silence is always good and the ministry sometimes. Another 
found lengthy ministry off-putting. A perception of unbalanced spiritual and political ministry 
spoke many Friends’ minds who participated in a session seeking input for this report. We know 
that love is at the heart of our Meeting work, expressed through our lives of peace, justice, and 
service, and this is evident in our vigorous activism. At times confronting the world on the 
world’s terms seems to conflict with the needs of our spirits. As an example, our efforts to create 
emergency safety plans with the police raised concerns that our spiritual values will be 
subordinated to theirs if deadly force is used. 
 

   We struggle with these difficulties, yet know that we have the means to find peace and 
centering. The practice of our principles in the Meeting community strengthens us as we engage 
with loving firmness those who would create a world distant from the peaceable realm towards 
which we aspire. 
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San Diego 
San Diego Monthly Meeting is growing. We now have a solid core of active members who care 
deeply about our Meeting, support our actions on Quaker testimonies in the larger community, 
and continue to learn about our rich Quaker history and philosophy.  
 
We meet at the San Diego Friends Center, on the campus of the Church of the Brethren. We share 
our building with the San Diego Peace Resource Center and the Border Project of the American 
Friends Service Committee (AFSC).  Our building benefits from our new (2016) system of solar 
panels, which serves both to deliver clean power and to reduce global warming by shading the 
asphalt parking area. 
 
We welcome many guests, some new to the Religious Society of Friends, some from other 
Meetings, and some seeking spiritual connection.  
 
A joint retreat and other activity encourage an ongoing relationship with the nearby La Jolla 
Friends Meeting.   We met in September for a Silent Retreat at the Questhaven Retreat Center in 
San Marcos. 
 
In our monthly Quaker educational sessions, we explored essays by two Quaker writers: Pink 
Dandelion’s “Celebrating the Quaker Way,” and Thomas Kelly’s “A Testament of Devotion.”   
One member is past president of the local chapter of Veterans for Peace.  Two members are 
involved in promoting Quaker values through political action on the local and state levels. Four 
members are authors, with publication during the year 2017. Many members are active in the 
larger Quaker Community of PYM.  Several members and attenders worked with the ICWJ, the 
Interfaith Center for Worker Justice of San Diego. One works on his leading to develop and 
maintain closer ties between PYM and the Casa de los Amigos in Mexico City. 
 
After more than a decade of slowly losing our oldest members, we are pleased that San Diego 
Monthly Meeting is growing again, gaining new regular attenders who are eager to spread our 
Quaker values as we work toward our long term goals of a strong community and a cleaner 
environment, in a peaceful and just society.  
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Santa Barbara Meeting  
Our joys as a meeting spring from the expression and celebration of our spiritual life.  

Shared passions provide a sense of community and a framework for our activism.  Highlights 
included successful AVP prison workshops; interactions with youth facing difficult situations; a 
memorable radio interview with volunteers from Truth in Recruitment; the dedication of our 
Peace, Earth Care and Social Concerns Committee; and participation in our peace vigils and 
marches.  Time spent with the Ojai Worship Group (under our care) and the Conejo Valley 
Worship Group (in close proximity to us) is particularly cherished.  Our 4th Annual Retreat 
provided an opportunity for Friends to rejuvenate, share leadings, and catch up on one another's 
lives.  Some Friends enjoy gathering once a month to participate in a healing circle or to sing and 
share music.  A Thursday evening reading/study group meets in the home of one of our attenders.  
When families with small children visit our first-day school, we are especially delighted.  

Like the meeting house itself and the sense of community we enjoy, our bimonthly 
meetings for worship on the occasion of business have been described as a "safe place," one of 
peace and refuge within a society "under stress."  Our clerk skillfully encourages us to "come 
back to center" when our discussions begin to waver.  Calls for silence prove helpful when we 
disagree or tension arises among Friends.  We care deeply about one another and trust the 
process, so we tend to exhibit extraordinary goodwill and respect for each person's unique 
contribution.   

This past year will stand out in our memories for a long time to come, due to the 
challenges we and our neighbors faced with the Thomas Fire.  Friends, family and acquaintances 
were displaced from their homes, struggled with a lack of air quality, and worked to support one 
another and the community as a whole in the midst of this devastation.  Subsequent mudslides 
caused tragic loss of life and extensive property damage.  In addition, we suffered a period of 
separation from friends and family to the south of us in Ventura County when flooding and the 
flow of debris caused a prolonged freeway closure.  As a result of this, we are now partnering 
with La Casa de Maria, whose contemplative prayer groups now meet in our Meeting House.   

Our yearnings as a meeting primarily center around our interpersonal relationships.  We 
feel keenly the absence of families with children to attend our first-day school.  A couple of 
Friends clerking committees sometimes experience a sense of overwhelm and are seeking more 
support and practical help from the meeting.  While we wish for more participation among our 
attenders, we would also like to discover new ways to have our presence be better known in the 
larger community.  At times, we as individuals crave acceptance, appreciation for our 
accomplishments, diversity, approval, as well as more time and energy for our social activism.   

Happily, when the query, "How do you put your faith into action?" was posed to the 
meeting, the answer was a resounding, "Very well indeed!"  Some Friends focus their attention 
on issues that concern them personally, while others receive a sense of leadership from the 
meeting and focus their efforts wherever needed most.  Many new activities at our meeting house 
unite us as a body, and we continue to nurture Friends' work with various outreach ministries 
such as the Alternatives to Violence Project, Truth in Recruitment, peace vigils, Clergy and Laity 
United for Economic Justice, Transition House, and the Santa Barbara Clergy Association.  Our 
broader goals derive from our testimonies as Friends, and our relationships with one another and 
the community support these goals.  Friends tend to express the feeling that relationships are key 
here, and that the spiritual life of our meeting is effectively the background for our whole lives.  
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Santa Monica Meeting 

Life of the Meeting. In 2017 we experienced what seemed like small earthquake tremblors that 
sometimes foretell the big one. We were inspired and shaken by Ben Pink Dandelion and our 
concern for issues of living in troubled times. We ask: are we ready to listen? What are we called 
to witness? What are we called to do? This has helped make us stronger and planted seeds for 
changes. Meeting is a place of peace, a place to grow during good times and bad. Friends 
celebrate the silence, the feelings of community and the contemplative dimensions of worship. 
One Friend said that she felt hopeful to be part of a group seeking love together. Friends felt a 
yielding to the Light, allowing it to transform us and to be open in coming to unity. One Friend 
said that the Meeting is a space to ponder the mysteries and to participate in a spiritual 
community. With joy, we celebrated the wedding of Rachel Fretz and Bob Tajima, held under 
the care of the Meeting. Another Friend said that she loved watching the kids grow up to be teens 
and seeing how free and loved they are. During the year, three beloved members of our 
community died; we celebrated memorial Meetings in memory of Shelley Blank and Diane 
Manning. A memorial worship for Jim Shuman is planned.  These memorials allow us to gather 
and deepen our beloved community. There is action and direction in Adult Education sessions, 
particularly the monthly Reading Group and the prospects for the Quakerism 101 sessions. 
During Fall Fellowship, we heard Ben Dandelion's message that we are called by Faith to be a 
worshipping community, led by God. 
Spiritual Discernment. Friends appreciate the discernment process in Business Meetings and 
committees. Our Business Meetings are steeped in worship and listening. Friends are thankful 
for the spirit led, challenging and transparent discernment process to find a new daytime tenant, 
the Aurelia Foundation, a non-profit organization devoted to developing the individual potential 
of people with special needs. Led by House Committee we have begun another communal 
spiritual discernment process about how to enhance our place of worship; we are grateful for the 
vision and expertise of our architect Friend. 

Challenges and Changes. There is much we want to do to live our faith and strengthen our 
community. One Friend said that she would like to have a committee to visit people who have 
left the Meeting community. Another Friend recommended that the Meeting form small groups 
that support each other in spiritual growth. In addition, Friends urged that we explore ways to 
attract more young people and younger families and to communicate to the wider community. 
Another Friend said that it’s a struggle to get enough new members to sustain committees and 
social action. We also note the resilience and strength of committees as new members join. We 
need to address the hard of hearing problems in our worship. 
Faith into Action. We are searching for ways to deepen our worship and carry it outside the 
Meeting into our lives and the wider community. We are concerned about the difficult times in 
which we live, particularly relating to our government and injustice. Many Friends said that we 
don’t have a strong enough communal identity, especially in connection with peace and social 
action. We seem to lack a larger vision and direction in our communal efforts to promote peace 
and social justice, despite a longing for a common purpose and more witness. While some feel 
this lack of a corporate vision, others are satisfied that many Friends, as individuals, put their 
Quaker faith into action and are committed to continue in this way. We are continuing to explore 
the finding of a "common purpose" in the Meeting.  The Alice Herman Committee offered grants 
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to Friends for deepening spiritual practices and understanding. One Friend said that the main 
thing is to strengthen and deepen our worship and find the spark in others. Friends urged us to be 
more actively involved in the larger society, to strengthen the Quaker voice and to build a more 
just and equitable society. 
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 Whitleaf Friends Worship Group 
 
 For well over sixty years the Whitleaf silent worship group has held meeting for worship 
in Whittier, California. Presently the group meets in the Mendenhall building of Whittier College 
at nine-thirty each first day morning. Whittier College, a school founded by Friends, continues to 
generously provide facility, equipment as well as security to help in the ongoing conduct of this 
ministry. 
 The group, while small in number, continues to thrive as an example of how regular, 
committed and effective just a few devoted Friends can be. In addition to first day meeting for 
worship, we practice corporate and individual ministries of support, influence, guidance and 
service as extensions of our Quaker faith and principles. 
 Two thousand and seventeen was an eventful year for this group, in many ways: 

With our general orientation to literacy and education, we continue to serve the 
community through volunteer tutoring at local grade schools, as well as reading and education 
programs, such as those conducted at the local Boys and Girls Club. Group member volunteer 
tutoring and mentoring extends as far as to university educational coaching and assistance. We 
are also involved in encouraging reading through the city-wide reading program, Whittier Reads.  

This group of Friends hold matters of political concern in high regard. Many of us are 
extensively involved in the local, regional, national and global conduct of action to bring about 
peace, nutrition, medical services, housing, and human rights – including specifically matters of 
racial and women’s rights. The matters of gun control and needs of the homeless continue to be 
important focal points for our action. Much of what we are able to do is carried out through 
support for organizations such as: FUM, FCNL, AFSC, ESR, peace coalitions, Habitat for 
Humanity, Heifer International, the American Bar Association, plus marches and petitions for 
positive social and political change.  

On less positive notes of the year, two of our “family” passed away: Ignacio Marin, 
husband of Kathy O’Brien Marin, and Jeananne Wright Coop, wife of Lind Coop. Both held 
strong in long-term fights against debilitating conditions. The Whitleaf  “family” of Friends 
continues to provide emotional and spiritual support for the Marin and Coop families. 

We continue to pray for additional members so that the Light might shine more generally 
and extension of the good this little group can do for humanity might be increased. 
 
Blessings on your corporate and individual acts of ministry. 
 
On behalf of the Whitleaf Worship Group, 
 
 
Lind W. Coop 
 



2017-2018 STATE OF THE MEETING REPORT 
Big Island Friends' Meeting, Approved 04/15/2018 

 
On the first and third Sunday of each month, meeting for worship is held on the Kona side of our island. 
On the first Sunday we usually meet at Kaloko-Honokohau National Park. On the third Sunday we usually 
meet at the picnic area at Puuhonua O Honaunau National Park. Those who are planning to attend or 
have questions can call (808) 322-3116 for more information. 
 
There are other gatherings for Friendly worship on the island in addition to BIFM: 

• There is a small but ongoing group associated with Ohio Friends called Friends for Truth and 
Peace, Quaker Earthcare Witness. For information, call (808) 985-7037. 

• Keaau Worship Group continues to meet on third and fourth Sundays at 10:00 AM at the 
Neighborhood Place of Puna. On the fourth Sunday there is a potluck lunch following 
worship.  For information, call (808) 966-7304. 

 
There are approximately 54 e-mail addresses and one snail mail address on our mailing list, comprising 
about 60 people who take an interest in Quaker activities on the Big Island of Hawaii, 10 of whom are 
members of the Big Island Friends’ Meeting. 
 
One Big Island resident continues to have a blog called Big Island Quaker, which makes occasional 
announcements and links the reader to a variety of Quaker associated topics, including those of special 
interest to Friends living on the island of Hawai`i. 
 
Our annual island-wide winter meeting was held January 21, 2018 in Volcano Village. 
The next BIFM quarterly meeting will be held at the beach park at Holoholokai Sunday, April 15, 2018 
with Meeting for Worship at 10:00 a.m., Meeting for Business afterwards, potluck lunch after that. 
Another quarterly meeting will be scheduled for later in 2018 at the Holoholokai 
gathering. 
 
Friends and friends of Friends are invited to submit agenda items for meeting for worship on the 
occasion for business at least one week prior to each island-wide gathering via 
email to:  sajonest42ne1@yahoo.com(postal address S.A. Jones, P.O. Box 776, Captain Cook, HI 96704). 
 
Big Island Friends’ Meeting has paid PYM dues, is financially solvent and finds itself with a modest 
surplus of money. BIFM is presently discerning whether to keep some or all of these surplus funds, or to 
make a donation to a worthy cause. 
 
In 2017, Sarah Armstrong Jones was named clerk. Rose Everly, who had been clerk, stepped down and 
was thanked by the group for her many years of dedicated service. Sarah will be attending RepCom and 
PYM in 2018, 2019 and 2020. She is also a member of the JYM adult 
committee and hopes to be a liaison, facilitating communication between the BIFM, friends of Friends 
on the Big Island and JYM and PYM. The BIFM treasurer remains the same. Four Friends agreed to write 
the initial draft of this year’s state of the meeting report and to submit it 
for approval at the all-island gathering in April, 2018. 
 



Mexico City Friends Meeting – 2018 State of the Meeting 

Mexico City Monthly Meeting is accustomed to experiencing joys and celebrating achievements while, at 

the same time, patiently weathering periods of stagnation and unresolved disagreements.  

We have much to be thankful for in 2018. Our Sunday activities for children are simple but they’re there, 

and we’ve had a number of new applications for membership and good Clearness Committee 

experiences. We’re thankful for some rich Worship we’ve had and for our boisterous community, and 

much more. Some new activities and partnerships have added energy to our community. Casa de los 

Amigos provides the most lively and colorful environment possible for the life of our Meeting. And our 

never-ending stream of visitors from around the world continues to be an enriching source of energy, as 

do new attenders from Mexico City.    

We also remain a small group with small Meeting problems. Too few people, too many tasks. Members 

drift away. Tensions remain in our Meeting, and may demotivate some newcomers. Those of us who 

have been in the Meeting for many years may become inured to simmering, subsurface tensions—‘Oh, 

it’s always been this way, and it doesn’t stop us from thriving.’ New arrivals, however, may be surprised 

and scandalized when they perceive unaired and untreated disagreements among long-term members 

of our community. Also, folks here tend to be very busy, especially those who have the most 

commitments in our activities! This may cause Meeting, for some, to be both nurturing and draining.  

Other challenges represent great opportunities for us. For example, we’ve seen again and again that 

educational activities about Friends’ faith and practice are sorely needed here—not just in First Day 

School, and not just for the newbies! This shines light on a clear priority for us.  

Our efforts to bring our group together in a way that isn’t just the same old setting, in order to 

communicate about more difficult, long-term challenges, have thus far not born fruit. We have been 

buoyed by the efforts of PYM’s Ministry and Council Committee to help our Meeting with Listening 

Sessions and other tools to draw closer to one another in a spirit of understanding, acceptance and 

forgiveness. There is a strong sense of shared hope that we can follow this path.  

Requests for membership from several attenders this year have been joyfully received, and reminded us 

that for many attenders, even casual invitations to come closer to the Meeting community may be very 

important. Once new and nearly-new attenders get past the Quaker honeymoon phase, they may see 

that, yes, Quakers are imperfect and have conflicts too. But if we do as we should, they may also see 

that Friends are open about having conflicts, and strive to address them in honest and loving ways. As 

one long-time attender contemplating membership said this year, “I’m still not sure if I’ve found what 

I’ve been looking for, but this may be the closest thing.”  

En la Luz,  

Mexico City Friends Meeting 

5.2018 

 



Junta Mensual de la Ciudad de México – 2018 Estado de la Junta 
Nuestra Junta está acostumbrada a experimentar la alegría y celebrar logros, mientras 
simultáneamente aguantamos pacientemente periodos de estancamiento y desacuerdos no resueltos. 

Tenemos mucho por que estar agradecidos en este 2018. Nuestras actividades para niñas y niños los 
domingos son sencillas, pero están allí. Hemos recibido varias solicitudes para membresía y hemos 
tenido buenas experiencias en los Comités de Clarificación. Ha habido Adoración profunda en 
algunos de nuestros encuentros. Algunas actividades nuevas y nuevas colaboraciones ofrecen un 
sentido de energía a nuestra comunidad. Casa de los Amigos sigue siendo el ambiente más animado 
posible para la vida de nuestra Junta. Y el flujo inagotable de visitantes de todo el mundo a nuestra 
Junta sigue siendo una fuente enriquecedora de energía, así como son los nuevos visitantes de la 
Ciudad de México.   

Seguimos siendo un grupo pequeño con los problemas correspondientes de una Junta pequeña. Los 
miembros se alejan. Hay tensiones que continúan en nuestra Junta que pueden llegar a desmotivar la 
llegada de nuevos. Los que tenemos años en la Junta podemos volvernos habituados a las tensiones 
debajo de la superficie. Los nuevos asistentes, sin embargo, pueden sentir sorpresa y escándalo 
cuando perciben desacuerdos no sacados al aire y no superados entre los miembros con más tiempo. 
También los integrantes de nuestra comunidad tienden a ser personas muy ocupadas, especialmente 
aquellos que tienen más compromisos en nuestras actividades. Esto puede causar que, para algunos, 
la Junta es tanto nutritiva como desgastante.  

Otros desafíos nos representan grandes oportunidades para nosotros. Por ejemplo, hemos visto una y 
otra vez que hacen mucha falta las actividades educativas sobre la fe y la práctica de los Amigos—no 
solo en la Escuela Dominical, ¡y no solo para los recién llegados! Esto ilumina una prioridad clara en 
nuestra Junta. 

Nuestros esfuerzos de unir a nuestra Junta de tal manera que no simplemente sea más del viejo estilo, 
para comunicarnos y lograr los retos a largo plazo, hasta ahora ha rendido pocos frutos. Nos hemos 
sentido alentados por los esfuerzos del Comité de Ministerio y Consejo de la Junta Anual del 
Pacífico de ayudar a nuestra Junta con sesiones de escucha y otras herramientas para acercarnos más 
unos a los otros en un espíritu de entendimiento, aceptación y reconciliación. Hay un sentido 
compartido de esperanza de que podemos seguir este camino.  

Las solicitudes de membresía de varios asistentes en este año han sido recibidas con mucha alegría. 
Nos recuerdan que para muchos asistentes pueden ser muy importantes hasta las invitaciones 
casuales para que se acerquen más a la comunidad de la Junta. Una vez que los asistentes nuevos y 
casi-nuevos pasan la luna de miel, puede que vean que los Amigos también somos imperfectos y 
tenemos conflictos. Pero si hacemos lo debido, también puedan ver que los Amigos estamos abiertos 
con respecto a los conflictos, y que nos esforzamos a tratarlos en maneras honestas y amorosas. 
Como un asistente de muchos años exprese recientemente cuando reflexionaba sobre la membresía, 
“No estoy seguro si he encontrado lo que he estado buscando, pero puede ser lo más cercano.”  

En la Luz,  

Junta Mensual de la Ciudad de México 

5.2018 
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Honolulu Friends Meeting 
State of the Meeting Report 

Fiscal Year 4/1/2017 - 3/31/2018 
 
“The Heart of the Religious Society of Friends is the Meeting for Worship,” 
so says the PYM Advices on The Meeting for Worship.  The Worship & 
Ministry committee has performed its task of seeing to the right order of 
Meeting for Worship remarkably well considering the small number of 
people on the committee.   The Meeting for Worship has been blessed with 
the addition of several young adults who have been faithfully attending, and 
also, participating in various activities of the community, including serving 
on some of the Meeting’s committees.  
 
To encourage that participation, it became apparent that it was time for a 
comprehensive adult education program that would focus on support of 
attenders new to Quakerism.  This series began with a session in which a 
list of questions (35 in all) were gathered from all in attendance.  The third 
Sunday Adult Religious Education programs for the following months were  
planned to answer those questions.  Some were better attended by those 
who had asked the questions than others, but the committee will continue 
to use this format through the upcoming Spring Gathering in April 2018.  
 
In addition to the Adult Religious Education programs, the Spring Gathering 
was held in April 2017 with the theme of “Get to Know a Friend.” 
Twenty-nine (29) people attended all or part of the weekend, with four 
children there on the last day.  The Gathering provides a time for the 
community to become better acquainted and enjoy each others’ company 
in a casual, beautiful setting away from the hustle and bustle of everyday 
life.  The planning is underway for the Spring Gathering in April 2018. 
 
The Spring Gathering is often an opportunity for Members/attenders from 
neighbor island worship groups to come to O’ahu for fellowship with the 
wider community. At the Meeting for Worship with Attention to Business 
that was held during the 2017 Spring Gathering we welcomed into 
membership a person from the Maui Worship Group.  The Worship Groups 
throughout the Islands are thriving. 
 
A one-day Silent Retreat was held in November 2017 at Ho’omaluhia 
Botanical Park.  Opportunity for reading, reflecting, journaling, and enjoying 
the beauty of nature was enjoyed by all who attended. 
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As spiritual lives of individuals are enhanced by these experiences, so too 
is the spiritual life of the Meeting.  We see the fruits of these activities by 
the participation in the many opportunities to be of service to the Quaker 
community and to the wider community.   
 
The hospitality offered to visitors and guests at Friends Center is felt to be 
warm and welcoming to all who come for a day, for a longer stay, from near 
or far.  Hospitality committee provides greeters to welcome everyone to 
Meeting for Worship.  Thanks to the artistic talents of one new attender the 
committee now has “thank you for worshipping with us” postcards with a 
line drawing of the Meetinghouse to send to the visitors.   
 
Hospitality committee extended outreach to the wider community by putting 
an invitation to Visiting Sunday lunch in the MidWeek newspaper.  The 
Thanksgiving and Christmas meals planned by the committee were an 
enjoyable time of shared fellowship.  Food, fun, and fellowship help to build 
a loving, cohesive community. 
 
The Peace & Social Concerns committee works hard to offer many different 
opportunities for Quakers to work in the wider community.  Visits to other 
faith communities for peace actions, parades to celebrate social activists, 
peace vigils, work with FCNL and Hawai’i Peace & Justice, and organizing 
programs on social action topics on Fifth Sundays are a few of those 
opportunities.   
 
The  administrative management  of Friends Center, the many activities 
held therein, and the personnel are under the domain of Oversight & 
Counsel committee. But that work could not be done without the very 
capable people who come for two-year terms to serve as Residents.  The 
current Residents will be leaving this summer.  We wish them a fond 
“Aloha” and “Mahalo” for sharing their wisdom and talents with us.   The 
new Residents selected by the committee will arrive in time to make a 
smooth transition of personnel.    
 
Oversight & Counsel committee has also been busy with the responsibility 
of providing counsel to those individuals in need, whether it be with 
transportation, finances, membership or just a friendly ear for listening.   
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HFM is blessed that the wisdom of those who came before us found a way 
to provide us with the lovely Meetinghouse, which is the hub of the activity 
of the Meeting.  House & Grounds committee is a group of dedicated, 
hands-on workers who do the laborious job of keeping the older house and 
the surrounding property in top shape. Their loving care makes it possible 
to have this peaceful, lovely space in which we worship and fellowship. 
 
Likewise, we are blessed to have an excellent library at our disposal, which 
was started years ago by our elders and continues to be cared for by a 
committee headed by a professional librarian.  Her knowledge enabled the 
library holdings to be put in a web-based catalog, accessible via the HFM 
website.   
 
First Day School continues to be a concern for the Meeting.  It often does 
not have any attendance at FDS on Sundays, even though there are 
families in the Meeting who participate in the special activities planned by 
the committee.  This year one mother and son attended Quaker Summer 
Camp at Ben Lomond and reported back that it was an enriching 
experience for both of them.  This is the second year that a parent and 
child have attended the Quaker Summer Camp and found it a rewarding 
experience.  In our modern times families are very busy, and children have 
many options for activities.  Many faith communities are having similar 
problems, so we are not alone in our concern for the condition of FDS. 
 
 Although the Meeting is very healthy in all other aspects of community life,  
spiritually, financially and physically, we continue to seek a way forward to 
meet the spiritual needs of our children and their families through FDS. 
 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
Judy Hall, Clerk 
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Visalia Friends Meeting
2017 State of the Meeting Report (submitted May 2018)

Three queries were distributed to Friends.  Summaries of about a dozen responses are collect-
ed below.  Friends responding included children and adults, members and attenders, new 
Friends and seasoned ones.  

#1  “Why do I come to Meeting?”

Friends come to Meeting for the community they find.  In responding to the query, 
“Why?” responses repeatedly identified the love, friendship, connection and laughter they share 
with each other. We are a strong community of people who care deeply for each other. Newer 
visitors were drawn in by their desire to find like-minded people, or as one person put it, “Com-
munity of spirits in an otherwise spirit-demeaning region.” Our community is a beacon of love, 
peace and progressive values amid a conservative landscape rife with tension and anger.  Our 
beautiful Meetinghouse is enough to bring some people back week after week. Another simply 
said, “It’s necessary.”

Friends cited their reliance on the weekly respite of silence, centering down, seeking 
spiritual guidance and to “silence the noise of the world” in a peaceful, natural setting.  Our 
Meeting is a shared home and a place of comfort.  

#2  “What spiritual/religious strengths do I gain from Meeting?”

Again, Friends responded to their love for each other and the benefits of community.  
One Friend said, “[I’m] not a saint or even a very good Quaker, but  I think my behavior has  
been influenced by others in the meeting in many ways from prison visitation to  a better con-
cept of integrity and service to others.” Several people mentioned being influenced to lead better 
lives by the examples they see in Friends. We learn faith through acceptance of persons with 
whom we disagree, “with a common nonviolent commitment.” 

Friends find comfort in the silence, and in returning each week to refresh the spirit, close 
the week behind and begin the week ahead. Our Meeting is, as one Friend put it, “a touchstone 
for spiritual growth.”

#3 “How can I better serve the Meeting? -or-  How can the Meeting serve me better? ”

Friends expressed that the Meeting does meet their needs, even as they shared ideas 
for how to become an even deeper community.  There is a desire for more frequent vocal min-
istry, both as an opportunity to listen deeply to the truth that others speak, and as an example to 
develop one’s own confidence to share vocal ministry.  Another Friend encouraged us to con-



sider the effects of speaking worriedly about our “shrinking” numbers, because “we are growing 
in diversity. Giving voice to a negative can empower it.”

Some Friends offered that they could better serve the Meeting by contributing more of 
their time or financial resources, but most seemed satisfied with their personal relationship with 
the Meeting. Showing up for work days and for business meeting were mentioned as other ways 
Friends could contribute to the health of our community.

And in closing, one Friend offered the following:

“Love you all.  You are the finest people I have ever met.”

Visalia Friends Meeting
Visalia, California
May, 2018



One word:
Community
Peace.  Sanctuary
A place to center down. 
Love
Peace
Nature
Friends
Acceptance
Closeness & caring
Love
Great Building
Necessary

1.

The  wonderful people and the spirituality
To be part of Community
Community of spirits in an otherwise spirit-demeaning region. .  
I pretty much don't.  Driving problems.  I try to make it once a month.
To complete my week; to start my week.
To silence the noise of the world
To meet with my Meeting family
To check in with that inner light/voice
Custom & personal friends
Spiritual fulfillment
Habit, friends
I came here seeking like-minded people.
To have fellowship, seek like-minded community.
For the serenity.
To find spiritual guidance and community.

2.

Community 
Faith through acceptance of persons with whom I have different opinions within a common non-
violent commitment
I guess Meeting has  changed my life in many ways.   The Friends I have known have inspired 
me to  become a  better person. ,
Not a saint or even  very good Quaker, but  I think my behaviour has  been influenced by others 
in the meeting in many ways from prison visitation to  a better concept of integrity and service to 
others.
This is the time I reflect on my actions, seek support for renewal of the spirit of love in future ac-
tivity, and listen for whatever insights may be possible.
Closeness and caring
Honoring the Creator directly
Knowing there are caring people available, should I need guidance, encouragement or company 
is good.  Spiritual? Maybe.  



The moments of silence.
Recentering for the week.
A touchstone for spiritual growth.

3.

Within the realm of possibility, nothing more to ask  (My moving to Visalia is not in the cards, 
and neither is moving the meeting house to Porterville. 

I can reaffirm my continuing presence and support, in action and financial areas. I can do more 
to reach the wider community— blow the Friends’ horn a bit more.
How can meeting serve me?  My plate is already full.

I would like it if more people spoke in meeting.  I think I would speak more if I had more exam-
ples. 
When able, I could serve the meeting better by giving more monetarily. 

More of the same.  
I’m new, still learning.

I better serve: striving to hear each testimony in Meeting and Meeting for Business as always 
spoken through faith. 

The Meeting better serve me: consider not talking about shrinking because we are growing in 
diversity. Giving voice to a negative can empower it, which I experience as a bad way to move 
forward.

I suppose being there every Sunday might help.   Most of the ways to serve the Meeting involve 
driving to Sunday worship, work days, getting involved with what the Meeting is doing.  Were I 
closer, and had someone to go with,  I might even attend business meeting.

At the moment I feel that I’m serving the Meeting as best I can.

By being a regular attender, joining efforts. The Meeting provides me all I need, spiritually.

As it is, I am pretty much a de facto Unitarian now, as they are in Porterville, and pretty much 
share all the Quaker values.  Being able to participate in discussions and discuss challenging 
ideas during the Sunday service fits my personality better than silent meeting. I think.

Love you all.  You are the finest people I have ever met.
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